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“Great cities are defined by the institutions
that elevate the consciousness of their
citizens through the preservation and
advancement of the local culture. Since
1923, Miller Outdoor Theatre has been a
standout. As it approaches its centennial,
Miller Outdoor Theatre serves an evergrowing and diverse community with the
very best in performing arts programming
in an open and free venue. With this
Master Plan, Miller Outdoor Theatre has a
guide with which to sustain and enhance
the MOT experience for Houstonians and
visitors well into the future.”
Dawn R. Ullrich
President and CEO,
Houston First Corporation
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Executive Summary
Miller Outdoor Theatre (MOT) is the premier
performing arts venue where Houstonians can
congregate and enjoy world class productions in a
casual, open park setting. The spirit of this special
place is appropriately captured in the phrase “the
best of the performing arts without the tux.” Its
location in Houston’s iconic Hermann Park, in the
expanding Museum District and the Texas Medical
Center (TMC) makes it an exceptional venue of
unequalled stature. As with any institution of this
caliber, there is an ongoing necessity to protect
and sustain the timeless heritage while promoting
a promising future. As MOT looks ahead to the

start of its second centennial, it is appropriate
and necessary to take a forward look and identify
strategies and actions that should be undertaken
to strengthen the institution and its facilities.
This report, MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE 2035
MASTER PLAN, is the result of a year-long effort
by key stakeholders. The research and results
look broadly, but also specifically at the MOT’s
physical environment and facilities. The report
documents detailed processes, systems/factors
to be considered, and key recommendations.

HOUSTON SYMPHONY | FREE SUMMER CONCERTS AT MOT

MOT
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Key Recommendations
•

MOT’s
history and its future is tightly
bound to the other institutions in its “urban
neighborhood”. MOT must work jointly to
expand the visitor experience and address
shared challenges, primarily focusing on
vehicular and pedestrian access and parking.

•

There are also significant opportunities
through partnerships with the Museums and
the TMC to showcase MOT to a broader,
international patronage.

•

Maintaining the traditional format of being free
and open to the public is vital to the identity
of MOT. As this open format poses certain
public safety issues (due to attendance of very
large groups under moderate to little control),
facility improvements must address measures
to ensure public safety while promoting the
enjoyment that comes from being a casual
venue.

•

The open format also poses challenges to
MOT being economically self-sustaining.
Future facility improvements should integrate
new, revenue producing amenities. These
might include expanded concessions that
are more convenient to the patrons and also
expand the food and beverage selections.
Event space for private functions would also
be revenue contributing.

i EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

•

Expanded, fixed seating provides more
convenience and enjoyment for patrons
whether or not fixed seating is associated with
a nominal charge.

•

Currently, MOT does not operate under a
business plan. Preparing a plan as a platform
for decision-making and building a firm
economic foundation for MOT will sustain it
well into the future.

•

MOT’s facilities and technologies are
becoming, or have already become, dated and
inadequate. These will require a combination
of renovation, replacement and expansion.
While the costs of upgrading MOT’s facilities
is significant, the Master Plan proposes
a phased program of improvements that
supports incremental capital expenditures
based on priority needs over a twenty year
timeframe.

“Major producers such as the
Houston
Symphony,
Ballet,
Opera, and Shakespeare seek
premier venues to introduce
performing arts and inspire
patrons to grow and develop
talents within their community.”

June 22, 2015 DRAFT
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“As a cultural expression of Houston, MOT ought to connect to the
emerging cultures of Houston, both the cultural landscape of craft
drinks and food trucks, and the ecological landscape of our bayou
greenways and trails on Brays Bayou.”

Note: Pages throughout this document contain quotes from more than two dozen stakeholders
who participated in the planning process. The viewpoints expressed by these stakeholders
are their own.

MOT
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Introduction
The MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE 2035 MASTER PLAN
is an initiative of Houston First Corporation. Developed
through a twelve month process that involved multiple
primary and secondary stakeholders tours, workshops,
meetings and interviews, the Master Plan document
provides a framework for guiding, coordinating and
prioritizing phased improvements at MOT through 2035.
The Master Plan is organized into seven sections following
the Executive Summary. Sections 1 - 3 provide pertinent
background information that formulate the basis for the
Master Plan. Sections 4 – 5 set out the key concepts
and recommendations for the Master Plan. Section
6 identifies the next steps in implementing the Master
Plan including associated costs. Section 7 Appendices
provide useful reference and background information.

01 INTRODUCTION
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MOT Snap Shot
The following chronology summarizes noteworthy milestones through MOT’s history.

1922
The original theatre was designed by William
Ward Watkin as an amphitheater surrounded by
twenty Corinthian-style limestone columns and
built by Tom Tellepsen.

1971
The City Council accepted the services of the Miller
Theatre Advisory Board to assist the City in selecting
performances for the season and in sharing the
costs for these performances. To expand financial
resources, MTAB agreed to acquire property by
gift, devise, bequest, or otherwise.

1938
Weekly programming by civic and community
groups was developed by the Parks And
Recreation Department.

1968
The City built a new theatre with bonds voted by
the public. The new theatre, designed by Eugene
Werlin and Associates, won several awards.
Columns from the original building were moved
to the Mecom-Rockwell Colonnade Fountain in
front of the Warwick Towers between Fannin and
San Jacinto at Hermann Drive.

1970
The City began providing general revenue
funding for productions at MOT allocated by the
Parks Director and the Miller Theatre Advisory
Board (MTAB).
MTAB was incorporated as a non-profit
organization to “act as a sounding board for
activities in the theatre, channel money from
bequests, gift and grants to specific organizations
for productions in the theatre.”

MOT
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1972
In Greek mythology, Atropos and her sisters,
Clotho and Lachesis were responsible for human
destiny. Sculpted by Hanna Stewart, Atropos Key
sits atop the Miller hill and was donated to the City
of Houston by Patricia S. Woodard. Atropos Key
is a polished, tool-surface, cast bronze sculpture
mounted on a concrete trapezoidal base faced
with black slate.

1977
The Texas Legislature authorized cities to allocate
a portion of an increased hotel/motel occupancy
tax to promote tourism.

1978
Cultural Arts Council of Houston was created to
allocate 1% hotel/motel occupancy taxes for arts
in support of tourism with a 20% allocation for
programming at Miller Outdoor Theatre.
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1997
The “1968 Miller Outdoor Theatre” was
refurbished in 1996. A $6 million expansion and
renovation was planned and funded jointly by the
City of Houston and Friends of Hermann Park.
Roof and siding were replaced, and additional
restrooms and office areas were installed. A
small stage was added to the east end of the
facility, playing to a newly incorporated open
plaza area. Additional work and storage space,
and a life safety package were installed in the
theatre’s backstage area. The renovated MOT
building opened in Spring of 1998.

1999
The Theatre Board, with the help of other civic
organizations and the approval of the City Parks
And Recreation Department, embarked on an
ambitious plan to upgrade the concessions at
MOT in order to enhance the theatre experience.

2008
Improvements were undertaken to:
•

Increase accessibility and seating options for
people with disabilities

•

Enhance pedestrian flow of traffic

•

Reconstruction of the walkway around the hill,
decreasing the incline and making it wider

•

Add new aisle lighting

•

Add new overhead industrial-sized fans for air
circulation

•

Add new landscaping

2009
Improvements were undertaken to:
•

Raise the hill’s seating area, add new irrigation
and new sod

•

Install a new permanent booth for controlling
stage lights and sound

•

Install 6 new light poles at the back of the hill to
light the pedestrian walkway that goes around
the hill

•

All 1,581 of the aluminum seats under the
canopy were removed and 1,705 new seats
were installed

•

Concrete in seating area was resurfaced

•

Hill drainage was improved

2005
The Miller Theatre Advisory Board launched its
own programming initiative, raising funds to
present outstanding, international performers.

01 INTRODUCTION
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MOT Snap Shot (continued)

2010
Miller Outdoor Theatre opened the 2010 season
with a new $1.5 million sound system, the latest
upgrade in a set of $3.9 million in improvements
since 2008.

“In addition to being a performing
arts venue, leverage the identity
of MOT to become an attraction
for families, young professionals,
and the creative class that
surround the Park.”

2013
Improvements were undertaken to add:
•

Irrigation improvements including irrigation at
the hill seating and surrounding area

•

Underground water tank and pump to support
the irrigation system, sod and turf aeration

•

Decomposed granite top dressing, grading
and drainage modifications

2014
In addition to a new roof and mezzanine, other
projects of a maintenance nature included:
•

Center cluster replacement

•

Concessions area concrete and window repairs

•

Dimming panel upgrade

•

Added spot lights on catwalk to illuminate the
hill

•

Replacement glass and light bulbs in the
dressing rooms

“MOT takes the arts out of a
tuxedo and expensive car. It is
open, friendly and relaxed!”

MOT
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CONCESSIONS AT MOT 2014
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Regional Site Conditions

MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE WITH THE GALLERIA BEYOND

Miller Outdoor Theatre is located south of
Downtown Houston and less than four miles from
the city’s hub of performing arts venues in the
Houston Theater District. MOT occupies one of
Houston’s most vibrant urban districts. Included
are Houston world-class museums to the north,
the world’s largest medical center – TMC – to
the south, the historical Third Ward to the east
and venerable Rice University to the west. These
institutions have long defined the local context

MOT
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and in the last decade have begun to drive strong
demand as a highly-desirable residential area.
The theatre consistently ranks among Houston’s
top destination venues and is likewise popular
with neightboring communities, too.

“Maintain a balance between
local cultural arts and high quality
performances.”
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Contextual Site Conditions
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Park Train Loop

Patrons attending performances may come
from any direction in the City and surrounding
metropolitan area. Major freeways providing
regional access include US 59 from the north and
south, US 288 from the south and Main Street
from Loop 610 to the south and Downtown from
the north. METRO’s Red Line provides transit

MOT
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MOT Activity Boundary

service with local stops both at the Hermann Park
Station and the Museum Station. The local street
network includes Hermann Drive to the north and
Cambridge Drive to the south which are connected
by Hermann Park Drive. Public parking is available
in a number of lots at Hermann Park and onstreet. The primary parking lots are shared with
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Miller Outdoor
Theatre

Rice University

Houston Zoo

Hermann Park
Golf Course

Texas Medical
Center

Brays Bayou

AERIAL IMAGE OF HERMANN PARK 2012

the Houston Zoo and Centennial Gardens. Both
access and parking capacities can be severely
constrained when MOT has a major performance
and/or when simultaneous events are held at
Hermann Park. Details related to access and
parking are provided in the next Section 3.

02

CONTEXT

“The Zoo and MOT are sufficiently
remote from each other such that
there is little opportunity for shared
facilities such as restrooms, food
services and giftshops.”

June 22, 2015 DRAFT
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Local Site Conditions
Programmatic Elements
MOT is situated in the northeast quadrant
of Hermann Park, which it shares with the
Houston Museum of Natural Science and
the recently opened Centennial Gardens
(previously the Garden Center). The Houston
Zoo is located to the south, the Reflection
Pool and Japanese Garden to the west and
the Hermann Park Golf Course to the east.
It is located on approximately 7.5 acres of
triangularly-shaped land.

PARK AMENITIES

“The METRO light rail is at
capacity, but it is not possible
to increase service frequency
without impacting access in the
TMC particularly for emergency
vehicles.”

Circulation
The Hermann Park Train, a popular miniature
Museum of Natural Science
Metro Route
train ride,
traverses the most public
side of
Centennial Gardens
Bicycle Routes
the theatre property. Staff parkingMillerand
loading
Outdoor Theater
Major Thoroughfares
are afforded
by
a
controlled
cul-de-sac
from
Lake Plaza
Highway
Japanese
Garden
Hermann
Park Drive.
Districts/Neighborhoods
Houston Zoo
Golf Course
Metro Route
Park Train Loop
Bicycle Routes

Bayou Parkland

B-cycle
Metro Stop

Major Thoroughfares
“Being
open air is by far
a
Reforestation Zone
Major Pedestrian Paths
Parking Lot/# of Spaces
plus, rather than a liability.”
Park Zones

Dumpster Enclosure
Park Entrances
Food

Major Pedestrian Travel

CIRCULATION ROUTES
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Theatre Conditions
What was once “a permanent bandstand” in
Hermann Park is today a “first-class proscenium
theatre, professionally operated and committed
to providing quality and diverse performances
worthy of the great international city that Houston
has become.” Today, the theatre is principally
comprised of the hill and sloping lawn with open
seating, covered fixed seating, the stage and
back of house functions. The theatre’s “hill” was
created with dirt from Fannin Street excavations to
accommodate the growing Texas Medical Center.
A freestanding concession building completes the
built facilities. Patrons arrive primarily from the
Zoo Parking lot to the south and via the plaza at
Stage Right.

Theatre Structure

Seating is provided for 1,705 patrons and 20
wheelchair spaces, plus a sloping lawn that
accommodates approximately 4,500 more patrons
on blankets or lawn chairs.
This facility is the only outdoor proscenium theatre
in the country that offers more than 130 artistically
excellent and culturally diverse performances in
an annual season of events, totally free of charge
to the public. It is unique, a Houston treasure and
a cultural tourism destination. Since 2009, more
than 2.97 million Houstonians and visitors attended
925+ performances and films, making MOT the
most attended amphitheater in the country.

Theatre Attributes

•

64 x 41 foot stage

•

8 month season

•

54 line sets for hanging lights, curtains and
scenery

•

Professional entertainment that is artistically
excellent

•

An orchestra pit which can be raised and
lowered

•

Cultural diversity

•

Dressing rooms

•

Always free of charge to the public

•

Offices

•

Largest “always free” program of its kind in
the country

•

Full complement of theatrical equipment

•

100-ton air conditioning system to cool the
performance area

“Loading occurs at the south plaza via MOT’s driveway and cul-de-sac.
Considering leveling the loading berth which will ease loading and
unloading of equipment.”

02
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MOT Organization Chart
CITY
OF
HOUSTON
HOUSTON
PARKS AND
RECREATION
DEPARTMENT
HOUSTON
FIRST

MILLER
THEATRE
ADVISORY
BOARD

OPERATIONS

PROGRAMMING

MILLER
OUTDOOR
THEATRE
STAFF

HOUSTON
ARTS
ORGANIZATIONS

The accompanying diagram is a general depiction of Miller
Outdoor Theatre’s organizational structure including the
principal entities and functional responsibilities.

SPONSORS

“Finding funding security other than
HOT tax is a real necessity.”

MOT
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HILL SEATING AT MOT
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MOT Today
•
•
•
•
•
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• THEMES + KEY DRIVERS
• CASE STUDIES
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MOT 2035 Master Plan Vision Statement

MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE 2035

To maintain and present Miller Outdoor Theatre as one of the world’s
best free performing arts destinations

MOT
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Goals + Objectives

DEVELOP A MASTER PLAN THROUGH 2035.
The proposed Master Plan will look out over a twenty-year
time frame.

UNDERSTAND EXISTING CONDITIONS.
An analysis of existing conditions, history, and organizational
structure brings the Consultant Team up-to-date on existing
problems and pressing issues at hand.

CREATE A VISION FOR THE MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE.
The vision for MOT is first to address theatre operations and
existing design issues, then elevate patron experience by
providing a world-class outdoor theatre facility.

DEVELOP A MASTER PLAN REPORT INCLUDING
SHORT, MEDIUM AND LONG TERM IMPLEMENTATION
STRATEGIES.
The Master Plan will have an achievable vision and
benchmarks with incremental phases of implementation that
ultimately realize the 2035 MOT Master Plan.

03

MOT TODAY
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Planning Process
A - Concept Design
Develop design schemes to explore new
configurations and program elements, including
a “clean slate” scenario with no existing or
constraining conditions within MOT’s boundary.

“Free does not mean there is
no cost. Someone has to pay to
defray the true cost.”

B - Final Master Plan
Refine and incorporate previous concept design
schemes to align with Stakeholders’ input and
commentary.
C - Cost Estimates
Evaluate the level of investment needed to
implement the final Master Plan in the forecasted
year of construction.

STAKEHOLDER
MEETINGS

D - Funding
Determine sources of funds for the proposed initial
and future improvements.

CONCEPT
DESIGN

A
FINAL MASTER
PLAN

B

E - Construction
Phase construction so as not to severely disrupt
MOT’s annual productions and performance
schedule.

COST
ESTIMATES

C
FUNDING
*TO BE DETERMINED IN A
MOT BUSINESS PLAN

D

CONSTRUCTION

E

LEFT: FINAL STAKEHOLDER PRESENTATION | RIGHT: DIAGRAM OF PLANNING & IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

MOT
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Project Timeline

03

MOT TODAY

Stakeholder Kick-off
Meeting

MARCH
2014

Reconnaissance

APRIL
2014

SWOT Analysis

MAY
2014

Concept Schemes

JUNE AUGUST
2014

Strategies + Priorities

AUGUST OCTOBER
2014

Master Plan 2035

OCTOBER
2014 APRIL 2015
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Miller Outdoor Theatre

| HOUSTON, TX

MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE

Site:
Theater:
Seat Capacity:
Seat Capacity:
Patrons:
Budget:

7.5 Acres (Hermann Park, 445 Acres)
100,000 SF
1,705 (Fixed)
6,000 - 9,000 (Lawn)
450,000 Annually
Approximately $5.0 Million Annually
(Operations and Programming)
Context: Urban, Museum District, Medical Center, Rice University

MOT
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MOT Design Factors
The Consultant Team considered that the challenges include not only a design solution for MOT, but
also a higher level, organizational structure and management solution for its future. The design issues
and questions listed below are categorized into functional factors that may help to inform decisionmaking at MOT.

03

REVENUE

• Can MOT be more closely tied to Hermann Park and 			
Downtown seasonal events to expand patronage?
• How can MOT tailor itself to capitalize from these venues?
• Should MOT be available as a for-rent venue; does this 		
conflict with its identity as a “open and free” public venue?
• What does MOT’s self-sustaining business model look like?

PROGRAM

• What is the “Miller Experience”?
• What are the supporting amenities, post-show activities for 		
the next generation Miller Outdoor Theatre?

DESIGN

• How can MOT more effectively share common amenities of 		
Hermann Park – access, parking, etc.?
• What should the ultimate audience capacity be?
• Should a smaller performance venue be added to MOT?
• Is the current ratio of lawn and fixed seating appropriate?
• Should MOT become a year round, urban park by providing 		
inviting public spaces adjacent to its current facility?

TECHNOLOGY

• What role does technology play in the “Miller Experience?”
• Should MOT become a model of sustainability?
• How might MOT be more connected to the natural 			
environment and Houston’s cultural geography?

MOT TODAY

June 22, 2015 DRAFT
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Key Challenges
A challenge with any Master Plan is to envision a place in the future that remains highly relevant to
the ever changing environment and culture that surrounds it. In Houston, this momentum of change
has accelerated to an unprecedented rate. More and more people from around the world call Houston
home every month. How best to respond to these new patrons and to the next generation of MOT
patrons? Below are a few important questions to be asked about the future for MOT.

1. What does the Miller Outdoor Theatre aspire to be in 20 years?
2. What are the major barriers and opportunities seen today that work towards 		
this aspiration?
3. What steps need to be taken to achieve this vision – how do we get there as a 		
community and what role will each partner of the MOT play?

FOURTH OF JULY AT MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE

MOT
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SWOT | Themes + Key Drivers
The SWOT (Strength, Weakness, Opportunities,
and Threats) analysis considered four major
themes in the needs and wants of First Tier
Stakeholders. These themes, elaborated below,
also define the core values of MOT’s and MTAB’s
mission statement to provide high quality and
diverse programming to the local community at no
charge.
Findings from the SWOT analysis were used as
planning and design direction for the development
of concept design schemes and final design

A:

“There are 1,705 total fixed seats
available. Up to 1/2 of these are
distributed to the public and
the remainder are provided to
producers and promoters.”

B:
FREE + OPEN TO ALL

DIVERSE PROGRAMMING

Free and open to all is a widely shared
and strongly held value at MOT. Free
performances are a founding value of
MTAB’s service to the public.

Diversity reflects MOT’s essential role as
being Houston’s “window to the world”.
MOT’s broad, cultural programming has
been viewed as being the most diverse
performing arts programming in the
nation’s most diverse city.

C:

D:
HIGH-QUALITY

High-quality performances have been
a hallmark at MOT for more than forty
years.

“Integrate and leverage MOT
more closely with other Houston
First venues and attractions
during city-wide, major events.”

03

recommendations. The following pages summarize
the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats for each theme.

MOT TODAY

COMMITMENT TO THE
ARTS + COMMUNITY
Commitment to the arts and community
is represented by MOT’s broad out-reach
to the public in fostering the education
and awareness of the performing and
visual arts for all Houstonians.

“By 2025, audio and visual
technology will be very
different.”

June 22, 2015 DRAFT
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SWOT | Themes + Key Drivers
A. FREE + OPEN TO ALL
STRENGTHS
• Free access + no controlled entry
• Informality is part of the experience
• Available to ALL patrons
• Popular attraction
• Serves a public need; a public amenity
• Takes the arts out of the tux, casual setting for
the fine arts
• Carry-in food and beverages
• Diverse patronage
• MOT fulfills a public need
WEAKNESSES
• Vehicular parking and access
• Crowd control (egress, emergency, inclement
weather)
• Current business model is not self-sustaining
• Open access increases maintenance of
grounds
• Organizations / sponsors carry costs of
production

OPPORTUNITIES
• Partnerships in facilities - office space,
parking, event space
• MTAB’s mission resonates with Houston’s
philanthropists
• Partnerships in funding, promotion through
joint-ventures with TMC, Metro, Rice
University, University of Houston
• Partnerships in programming, themed
programs with museums
THREATS
• Vehicular parking and access
• Free is never free (Who Pays for MOT?)
• HOT subsidy approval, financial security
• Ticketing events
• Availability of the facility to the public through
rentals and private events
• Open access threatens site security (i.e.
vandalism, squatters, public safety)

PICNICKING AT MOT

MOT
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B. DIVERSE PROGRAMMING
STRENGTHS
• Promotion of the cultural arts, not just the fine
arts
• Programming reflects the diversity of Houston
• Enriching Houston’s cultural vibrancy
WEAKNESSES
• MTAB’s high quality standards in
programming may be unreachable for certain
performance groups
• Under-representing local art organizations
• Vetting organizations is based on quality and
financial stability
• Limits joint-productions with the Theater
District

“Since TMC aspires to be more
community focused, it would
be beneficial for shuttles to
provide service between TMC to
MOT events.”

OPPORTUNITIES
• Enriching the Quality of Life for all
Houstonians
• Diversity in experience :: paid performances,
VIP and donor passes
• Diversity in facilities :: varying sized stages,
office space, dynamic seating, rental spaces
for special events
• Partnerships in funding (philanthropic
community, corporate sponsors,
memberships, ticketing, promotion and
advertisement)
• Subsidy to local art groups
• Houston First has multiple venues for joint
productions (see Appendix page 89)
THREATS
• Under-representation of local art
organizations
• Equal access must be available for all
communities
• Jeopardizing MTAB’s quality standards to
expand local representation

“It will be immensely helpful
to be able to house ‘technical
rehearsals’ to assess lighting
effects. This presents a challenge
when rehersals must occur during
the day time.”

PERFORMANCE AT MOT

03
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SWOT | Themes + Key Drivers
C. HIGH-QUALITY PRODUCTION
STRENGTHS
• World-class performances and staff
• Accommodations for canceled performances
and rain days
• State-of-the-art stage equipment
• Organizations love to perform at MOT
WEAKNESSES
• MOT grounds are not as grand as its
performances
• City of Houston’s noise ordinance limits time
of productions
• Orientation of MOT limits production start
times
• Proscenium theater space is not the same
as a musical performance space (challenges
organizations to tailor production to match
the size of MOT)
• VIP, donor, sponsor accommodations and
MOT experience
• High-quality food service is infeasible (limited
customer base and access to parking)
• No protection from inclement weather
• Back of house facilities are deficient (storage,
dressing rooms, bathrooms)
• Arrival to MOT is not welcoming and has a
“neglected” feeling

OPPORTUNITIES
• Technology and stage equipment upgrades
• Audience experience improvements (sight
lines, food options, ticketing procedure,
sound attenuation, broadcast productions,
dynamic seating)
• Improve access (parking, valet, arrival plaza)
• Increase production time with solar shade or
by changing orientation
• Fundamental questions of relocating or
realigning MOT
• VIP, donor, sponsor accommodations (wine
garden, viewing boxes, mingling space with
performers)
• Establish identity of MOT in Hermann Park
• Parking and access improvements
THREATS
• Drifting from a performing arts venue
• Imperfections of MOT are seen as nuisances
(noise, access, parking)
• Capacity to expand productions (time, funds,
other park events, size of MOT)

“MOT’s security is a 24-hour,
contracted service. Six security
cameras are slated to be installed
on the property and monitored by
security staff in the designated
guard room located off the south
plaza.”
PERFORMANCE AT MOT

MOT
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D. COMMITMENT TO THE ARTS + COMMUNITY
STRENGTHS
• Family-oriented programming
• Stage experience for young performers and
arts groups
• Builds patronage for younger organizations
• Equal access to the performing arts
• MOT is Houston’s vessel for cultural
expression
• MOT is an important connection to educate
and grow audiences
• Enriching Houston’s cultural vibrancy
• Represents local arts groups and
organizations
WEAKNESSES
• Awareness (MOT is not Houston’s flagship
performing arts venue)
• Way-finding and promotion within and beyond
Hermann Park
• Houston does not have festival grounds (MOT
is not an ideal venue for festivals)

OPPORTUNITIES
• Enhance awareness and education in
performing arts
• Joint-productions with surrounding attractions
(zoo, museums, universities, and other local
organizations)
• Cultural events, not just performing arts
• Educational hub for the performing and visual
arts (HSPVA)
• Improve the quality of life for all of Houston
THREATS
• Adhering to original mission
• Trending amenities that are not appropriate
for a performing arts theatre
• Accessibility to the community (physically and
financially)
• Noise ordinance compliance
• Lack of local arts groups and organizations
represented at MOT

LEFT: LATIN JAZZ JAM AT MOT| RIGHT: MOT FIXED SEATING
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Case Studies

Stern Grove
SAN FRANCISCO, CA

Ravinia Festival Pavilion
HIGHLAND PARK, IL

Frederik Meijer Gardens
GRAND RAPIDS, MI
Grant Park
CHICAGO, IL

Central Park
NEW YORK, NY

Golden Gate Park
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
Guthrie Green
TULSA, OK

Cumberland Park
NASHVILLE, TN
Chastain Amphitheater
ATLANTA, GA

Discovery Green
HOUSTON, TX
Miller Outdoor Theatre
HOUSTON, TX

LOCATION MAP OF CASE STUDIES

MOT strives to be of the highest quality, familyoriented, and always free of charge. Over 400,000
people attend the 140 performances held at MOT
during its 8 month season over spring, summer,
and fall. Featuring a diverse array of performance
types, from concerts by Houston’s Symphony to
ballet performances and Shakespearean plays,
MOT reflects the cultural diversity and performing
arts of Houston.

MOT
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Looking to the future, it has been both MOT’s
mission and commitment to be free and diverse
in its programming. The following case studies
compare MOT not only by physical size and
context, but also by organization, program type,
attendance and budget.
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Venues in the Context of the City
The figure ground diagrams below illustrate the size of city
parks with similar identity to their host city as Hermann Park
is to Houston. Theaters within the parks are shown as white
objects. All parks are illustrated at a similar scale.

GRANT PARK,
CHICAGO, IL
319 AC.

GOLDEN GATE PARK
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
1,017 AC.
03

MOT TODAY

CENTRAL PARK
NEW YORK, NY
843 AC.

HERMANN PARK
HOUSTON, TX
315 AC.
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Comparing Venues

Theater Halls and Host Park Space
RAVINIA PAVILION | HIGHLAND PARK, IL
36 AC.
GUTHRIE
GREEN |
TULSA, OK
3 AC.

MILLENNIUM PARK |
CHICAGO, IL
25 AC.

18+ ACRES

CHASTAIN
MEMORIAL
PARK |
ATLANTA, GA
268 AC.

DISCOVERY GREEN |
HOUSTON, TX
12 AC.

HERMANN PARK | HOUSTON, TX

STERN GROVE | SAN FRANCISCO, CA
34 AC.
MOT
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MEIJER GARDEN | GRAND RAPIDS, MI
132 AC.
40

Theater Halls
QUALITY
FREE
DIVERSITY
CULTURAL ENRICHMENT

Miller Outdoor Theatre
COMMUNITY OUTREACH
MUSIC
EDUCATION
ACCESS

Ravinia Pavilion
MUSIC + ARTS
EDUCATION
ECOLOGY
QUALITY

Meijer Garden
VILLAGE GREEN + HEALTH + HAPPINESS
WINDOW INTO DIVERSITY

Discovery Green
FREE
TOWN SQUARE + ECOLOGY
HEALTH + WELLNESS + ARTS

Guthrie Green

QUALITY
FREE
PAID PERFORMANCES
DIVERSE
CULTURAL HUB

Stern Grove
TOWN SQUARE
FREE
CULTURE
LIVELY + FAMILY + DESTINATION

Millennium Park

03
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Case Studies
Discovery Green

| HOUSTON, TX

Discovery Green is a private park in the middle of
downtown Houston. It was completed in 2008 and
is seen as the catalyst for over 1.5 billion dollars
worth of development of Houston’s downtown.
Discovery Green is owned and operated by the
Discovery Green Conservancy which is a 501(c)
(3), non-profit organization.
The park is surrounded by attractions such as the
George R. Brown Convention Center, Minute Maid
Park and the Toyota Center. Restaurants, bars,
hotels, and shopping are accessible from the
park. Within Discovery Green, amenities include
cafes and restaurants, a children’s playground
and splash pad, gardens, art, stage, pond, as well
as promenade and great lawn that host events.
Site:
Theatre:
Seat Capacity:
Patrons:
Budget:
Context:

Programming at Discovery Green includes weekly
concerts, educational workshops, recycling days,
classes for kayaking and yoga, movie nights, as
well as featured events like festivals and concerts.
During non-events, festival spaces are used in a
passive way for play and relaxation. All events at
Discovery Green are also free and funded through
fundraising efforts through the Discovery Green
Conservancy.
The park is a highly programmed space that
provides many amenities and attractions.
Discovery Green is also a model of sustainability
showcasing green technology such as solar
panels and geothermal wells.

12 Acres
30,000 SF
2,500
1.2 Million Annually
$5 Million Annually (2013)
Urban, CBD, Hotels, GRB Convention Center,
Minute Maid Park, BBVA Stadium, Toyota Center

DISCOVERY GREEN

MOT
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Cumberland Park

| NASHVILLE, TN

Cumberland Park is a multi-use, public, open space
that sits on the banks of the Cumberland River
overlooking downtown Nashville. The park was
established as part of the Riverfront Revitalization
Plan by Metro Parks and Recreation. When fully
implemented, the size of the Riverfront Park will
increase tenfold.
Improvements include public features such
as fountains, splash pads, boardwalks, piers,
performance spaces, plazas, bikeways, wetlands,
and open play space. The Revitalization Plan
aspires to transform Nashville’s Riverfront into a
distinctive, lively, and sustainable public place that
reconnects people to the river and becomes a vital
part of city life.
Site:
Theatre:
Seat Capacity:
Patrons:
Budget:
Context:

The park sits between the Shelby Street Pedestrian
Bridge and the Korean War Veterans Memorial
Bridge. It connects to the East Bank Greenway,
and is adjacent to the LP Field Football Stadium.
In addition to an outdoor theater space, the park
includes nature play areas that recall the local
geology of Tennessee, a splash pad, a climbing
wall, picnic lawn, and butterfly garden paths.
On summer evenings, the park hosts the Tales
at Twilight Program, offering free children’s
entertainment and performances at the river’s
edge. The canopy and lawn are also available for
private, special events.

6.5 Acres
17,500 SF
1,200
N/A
N/A
Urban, Riverfront, LP Field, Korean War Veterans Memorial
Bridge, Shelby Street Pedestrian Bridge

LEFT: CUMBERLAND PARK BAND STAND | RIGHT: CUMBERLAND PARK PLAYGROUND
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Case Studies
Chastain Amphitheater

| ATLANTA, GA

Founded in 2003, the Chastain Park Conservancy
(CPC) is a volunteer, not-for-profit organization
that provides regular maintenance and upkeep
of Chastain Park. The grassroots organization is
committed to reaching the park’s full potential as
a world class source of recreation, entertainment,
and civic pride.
Chastain Memorial Park is the largest public park
in the City of Atlanta. The historic park includes a
horse park, golf course, tennis center, recreation
center, art center, school, playground, pool, and
running and walking paths. The park also hosts
annual events such as fundraisers, wine and food
events, and movies in the park.

Site:
Theatre:
Seat Capacity:
Patrons:
Budget:
Context:

The Chastain Amphitheater has become an
Atlanta summer tradition. Programming for the
amphitheater is a split venture between Live Nation
and the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra (ASO). These
two partners fill a schedule of 60 to 70 concerts
between April and October. The ASO supports the
maintenance and upgrade costs associated with
the park by directing partial funds from tickets and
parking into a trust fund.
The CPC is taking a leadership role in implementing
the City’s twenty-year Master Plan for Chastain
Park, which is to include additional infrastructure,
a comprehensive parking and traffic management
plan, distinctive gateways, and improvements to
trails, facilities, and access.

268 Acres (Chastain Memorial Park)
75,000 SF
6,900 (Fixed)
300,000 Annually
$800,000 Annually
Suburban, Residential

CHASTAIN AMPHITHEATER

MOT
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Guthrie Green

| TULSA, OK

Guthrie Green is the epicenter of revitalization
for the emerging 19-block Brady Art District
in Downtown Tulsa. Purchased in 2007 by the
George Kaiser Family Foundation (GKFF), the park
transformed an old freightyard into a lively urban
park offering an outdoor amphitheater, stage, and
a café pavilion set amid sculptural bioswales and
interactive fountains.
The park’s central location as a modern town
square serves Tulsa’s growing population of artists,
professionals, students, families, and visitors with
popular amenities like farmer’s markets, food
trucks, Tai Chi yoga lessons, a foreign film roster,
and art classes and exhibits. Widened, tree-lined
sidewalks, designed and implemented as part of

Site:
Theatre:
Seat Capacity:
Patrons:
Budget:
Context:

the park, connect to Tulsa’s nearby arena, ballpark
and workplaces and to the local restaurants,
cafes, and galleries opening up around this newly
vibrant downtown neighborhood.
Guthrie Green was built to meet the needs of local
and touring performing artists. Stage and technical
infrastructure were designed with the comfort of
park visitors in mind. Performing arts events at the
park are presented through a partnership with Tulsa
Performing Arts Center Trust (TPACT). This 501(c)
(3) non-profit organization presents performing
arts at the Tulsa Performing Arts Center and works
with local producing and presenting organizations
to bring a series of free music, theater, and film
events to Guthrie Green.

3 Acres
20,000 SF
1,800
3,000 Weekly
$564,000 (TPACT) Annually
Urban Infill, Town Square, Arts District

LEFT: GREAT LAWN | RIGHT: GUTHRIE GREEN BAND STAND
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Case Studies
Frederik Meijer Gardens

| GRAND RAPIDS, MI

Meijer Gardens is a major cultural attraction
centered around horticulture and sculpture. This
unique setting is made possible by private funds by
grants, foundations, and individual and corporate
gifts. Frederik Meijer Gardens & Sculpture Park is
a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization.
The art and horticulture collection at the Gardens
is renowned. Featuring over 200 permanent works,
annual exhibits, and an array of horticultural
displays, Meijer Gardens has grown to become an
international destination and ranked in the top 100
most visited art museums worldwide.

sculpture, the natural environment, and the arts.
From June to August, the Meijer Gardens hosts
the Summer Concert Series that features major
artists and performers, as well as smaller music
events that feature local artists in a variety of
genres. Events are free to members. Ticketed
events range in price based on performer, and are
often sellouts.
Members of the Meijer Gardens receive benefits
such as pre-sale and discounted concert tickets,
invitations to member-only events, and reciprocal
benefits to over 200 other gardens nationwide.

Meijer Gardens promotes the enjoyment,
understanding and appreciation of gardens,

Site:
Theatre:
Seat Capacity:
Seat Capacity:
Patrons:
Budget:
Context:

132 Acres
43,560 SF
1,900 (Fixed)
4,000 (Lawn)
21,000 Members
$52 Million Annually
Exurban, Botanic Gardens, Sculptural Park

MEIJER THEATER
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Millennium Park

| CHICAGO, IL

Millennium Park is the iconic urban park of a
modern city. Situated within the larger park system
of Grant Park, Millennium Park is an installation that
reflects state-of-the-art architecture, landscape
design, and art designed by the most creative
artists at the time of the millennium. Forty-five
percent of the $484 million budget for Millennium
Park was provided through private donors.
The park today is world known and pays homage
to the history of Chicago and Grant Park.
Significant features of Millennium Park include the
Jay Pritzker Pavilion, Cloud Gate, Crown Fountain,
and Lurie Gardens. The Jay Pritzker Pavilion is
one of the world’s most state-of-the-art outdoor

Site:
Theatre:
Seat Capacity:
Seat Capacity:
Patrons:
Budget:
Context:

music pavilions. The sound system was the first
of its kind, designed to mimic the acoustics of an
indoor concert hall. Sound is distributed equally
over both the fixed seats and the lawn.
Programming at Millennium Park is directed by the
Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events
(DCASE) who fosters Chicago’s arts sector and
markets the City’s cultural assets to the world.
Hundreds of free, high-quality cultural programs
including concerts, exhibitions, tours, and family
activities held at Millennium Park are possible
through the efforts and commitments by DCASE.

25 Acres
108,900 SF
4,000 (Fixed)
7,000 (Lawn)
5 Million Annually
$12.8 Million Annually
Urban, CBD, Lakefront, Museums, Grant Park, Navy Pier

LEFT: MILLENNIUM PARK | RIGHT: JAY PRITZKER PAVILION
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Case Studies
Ravinia Festival Pavilion

| HIGHLAND PARK, IL

Every June through September, Ravinia attracts
600,000 listeners to its 150 events that span all
genres from classical to jazz to musical theater.
The Ravinia Festival Association is a non-profit
organization that prides itself on community
outreach and music education. Over 75,000 people
are served through the organization’s programs.
The festival grounds provide many amenities
for patrons including a dining pavilion offering a
wide variety of food options from sit-down to a la
carte, alcoholic drinks, gift shops, picnicking on
the lawn, and a state-of-the-art sound system that
broadcasts the performance to the lawn. Carry-in
items are also encouraged.

Site:
Theatre:
Seat Capacity:
Seat Capacity:
Patrons:
Budget:
Context:

Ravinia also has multiple venues which include
the Pavilion, Martin Theatre (450 seats) which is
home to chamber music and recital programs,
and Bennet Gordon Hall (850 seats) which hosts
the Steans Music Institute where students come to
study with world-renowned faculty and coaches.
Students are featured in free performances
throughout the summer season.
For selected events, the festival charges patrons
for both fixed and lawn seating, yet allow children
and students free admission. “It’s a pricing ‘trifecta’
- $25, $10, and free.” Only half of the revenue that
runs Ravinia is actually generated from ticket sales.
The remaining funds are raised through donations
from private and corporate sponsors.

36 Acres
136,000 SF
3,400 (Fixed)
7,600 (Lawn)
600,000 Members
$32 Million Annually
Suburban, Residential, Metra Rail Station

MARTIN THEATRE
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Stern Grove

| SAN FRANCISCO, CA

Designed by Lawrence Halprin, Stern Grove
is a natural amphitheater uniquely positioned
in a grove of trees in San Francisco’s Merced
Manor neighborhood. The performance venue is
operated by the Stern Grove Festival Association,
a non-profit organization committed to providing
access to world-class performing arts. The festival
grounds is a collaboration between the San
Francisco Recreation and Park Department and
Commission, which owns and operates Stern
Grove.
The Festival Association raises funds every year
to produce concerts and related outreach and
education programs from individual donors,
foundations,
government
agencies,
and
businesses. Stern Grove has been a successful
Site:
Theatre:
Seat Capacity:
Seat Capacity:
Patrons:
Budget:
Context:

business model for the past seven decades
providing completely free admission to the people
of the Bay Area.
The organization’s mission strives for high quality
performances of varied genres and artists free
of charge, as well as paid performances for
professional artists and performers. Every year
since 1938, the organization presents the Stern
Grove Festival, an admission-free performing arts
series that attracts thousands.
Stern Grove is a full outdoor recreation complex
with athletic fields and courts, a children’s
playground, dog play area, hiking trails around
Pine Lake, and reservations of the Trocadero
House for private events.

34 Acres
102,000 SF
1,000 (Fixed)
15,000 (Lawn)
100,000 Annually
$2.6 Million Annually
Urban, Neighborhood, Residential, Forested Grove

STERN GROVE AMPHITHEATER
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Concepts for
the Future
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1995 OLIN MASTER PLAN FOR HERMANN PARK
DEFINING A PROGRAM
LEVELS OF IMPROVEMENT
DESIGN BENCHMARKS
EXISTING CONDITIONS
SCHEME 1 CONCEPT
SCHEME 2 CONCEPT

51

Olin Master Plan
Texas
Medical
Center

Rice
University
Fannin
Pavilion

Buddy
Carruth
Playground
METRO
Station

Japanese
Gardens

McGovern
Lake

Houston
Zoo

Reflection Pool
Pioneer
Monument

Hermann Park
Clubhouse

Museum of
Natural Science

The Lake
Plaza

Parking

Sam
Houston

Miller Outdoor
Theatre

Meadow
Woodland
Parking
Centennial
Gardens (New)

Hermann Park
Golf Course

MASTER PLAN FOR HERMANN PARK, 1995
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LEFT: HERMANN PARK 1932 | RIGHT: HERMANN PARK 1993

Since its inception in 1914, the evolution of Hermann Park has been guided by an ever-changing vision
of its future to fit the needs of an ever-changing city. One objective, however, has always been clear: to
promote the quality of life in the city to a higher standard.
Being part of a larger park system, the MOT 2035 Master Plan supports the same design principles, or
themes, of Hanna Olin’s 1995 Master Plan for Hermann Park. These themes include access, restoration,
park experience (“Life in the Park”), and stewardship. The particular goals of each theme are elaborated
below.

ACCESS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reclaim center of park for public use
Encourage regional transportation
Promote multi-modal transportation
Reduce congestion by dispersing parking lots
Enhance the walking experience
Separate conflicting forms of transportation

RESTORATION
•
•
•
•

Rehabilitate historic and natural resources for
modern use
A Ribbon of Live Oaks to wrap and define the
edge of the Park
Preserve the civic role of the Park
A Green Sanctuary (more shade, more lawn,
more water)

LIFE IN THE PARK

STEWARDSHIP

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

04

Ensure the casualness of the Park
Limit fenced areas
Disperse new park facilities
Expand range and type of security patrols
Increase and diversify concession areas

CONCEPTS FOR THE FUTURE

Administer the Park
Advise on development decisions
Coordinate management and maintenance
Follow a design standard
Promote community outreach

June 22, 2015 DRAFT
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Defining a Program
In addition to sharing the design principles of Olin’s 1995 Master Plan for Hermann Park, MOT 2035
identifies key issues and concerns expressed by the First Tier Stakeholders. The Design Team conducted
numerous one-on-one interviews and meetings to understand Stakeholders’ unique perspectives
of Miller Outdoor Theatre. Common issues that were shared by the Stakeholders are listed below.
Generally, the comments expressed a need for improvements at MOT.

ISSUES + CONCERNS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Back of house spaces
Audience sight lines
Crowd control devices
Parking capacity
Lawn seating
Picnicking areas
VIP and donor accommodations
Noise pollution
Accommodating smaller performance groups
Patron’s safety and security

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performer accommodations
Loading dock
Off-stage storage
Food and drink (alcohol sales)
Administrative offices
Conference rooms
Free access
Way-finding and visibility in the park
New attractions for patronage

Maintenance
Maintenance in particular was a shared concern of the Stakeholders. The MOT stage crew gave the
Design Team a unique look at the challenges and everyday maintenance issues associated with operating
MOT. The items listed below catalog the common issues and concerns the MOT staff encounters during
performances and everyday use.

ISSUES + CONCERNS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MOT

Injury due to steep side slopes on hill
Grass is heavily worn at hill egress points
Create designated entry to hill by ramp or
stairway
Grass recovery is patchwork and never
becomes established
Workout groups using hill for exercise
degrades the grass further
Crowd control accomplished by temporary
barricades
Shelter for inclement weather is needed

MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE MASTER PLAN 2035

•
•
•
•

Proscenium canopy is an attractive climbing
surface and safety concern
Building doors open into pedestrian paths
HVAC and dust collection system are needed
Mentally ill and homeless populations are
common visitors

“Having an outdoor extension of
a new Green Room would create
a
special
ambiance
where
sponsors can meet and interact
with performers.”
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Levels of Improvement
The MOT 2035 Master Plan is a long-term vision. It also calls for immediate action to enhance current
operations and accommodations. Three levels of improvement, or investment tiers, describe the
implementation strategy for the MOT 2035 Master Plan. These tiers prioritize the proposed design
features by their intention as described below.

IMMEDIATE IMPROVEMENTS
Enhance MOT’s performer accommodations
and maintenance operations

INTERMEDIATE
Elevate MOT to provide a high quality patron
experience

2035 VISION PLAN
Further integrate MOT and Hermann Park
physical environments

Design Benchmarks
Two benchmarks define the extent of improvements for MOT and its surrounding park land. The first
benchmark is 2025. All improvements that occur within this time frame are exclusive to the MOT activity
boundary and focus on improvement of MOT facilities and grounds. These “on-site” improvements
seek to enhance theatre operations, introduce multi-functionality to the theatre facility, and elevate
patron and performer accommodations.
The second benchmark is 2035 which expands the scope of the MOT Master Plan to include the adjacent
area south of MOT. These “off-site” improvements focus on access and connectivity to Hermann Park
and more closely integrating existing park amenities with MOT.

“All improvements proposed for
MOT and its immediate grounds
are forecasted to be completed
by 2025.”

04
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“Is a portable band shell
possible at MOT?”
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Existing Conditions

Texas
Medical
Center

Rice University

Buddy
Carruth
Playground

McGovern
Lake

Japanese
Gardens

Reflection Pool

Houston Zoo

The Lake
Plaza

Miller
Outdoor
Theatre

Existing
Parking

Hermann Park
Golf Course

Centennial
Gardens

Museum
District

HERMANN PARK EXISTING CONDITIONS
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ENLARGED AREA

Houston Zoo

Reflection Pool

McGovern Lake

6
The Lake
Plaza
6
Miller Outdoor
Theatre
1

5

4
Existing
Parking

3
2

Centennial
Gardens

7
0

LEGEND
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

MOT Stage House
MOT Concession Area
Parking Lot (66 spaces)
Train Stop
Playground
Picnicking Areas
MOT Activity Boundary

		
		
		
		

Vehicular Route
Loading Route
Park Train Route
Pedestrian Route

100

200

400

MOT is somewhat isolated at the northeast quadrant of the Park
within Hermann Park Drive. MOT’s dead-end parking lot acts as
a cleaver and interrupts the park experience between MOT and
the Lake Plaza.
Truck access and parking are currently inadequate and cause
conflicts with the various modes of transportation, including the
miniature train route.
The concession area, which is only open during MOT
performances, is separated from the center of the park and
does not have functional affinity with the other park features
such as the Reflection Pool or Lake Plaza. Site access to MOT
is informal and organic; although not a negative, no “front door”
entry experience exists at MOT.
The following conceptual schemes illustrate ideas on how these
issues may be resolved and implemented.

04
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Scheme 1

McGovern
Lake

Houston
Zoo

Reflection Pool

9

7

The Lake
Plaza
3
10
4

8
1
2

6
5

Hermann Park
Golf Course

LEGEND
1. MOT Facility Improvements
2. MOT Concession Area
3. VIP Suites
4. Expanded Theatre Seating
5. Parking Lot (125 spaces)
6. Woodlands Trail
7. Picnicking Areas
8. Great Lawn
9. Lagoon & Island
10. New Train Stop

MOT

Centennial
Gardens

0

100

200

400

Scheme 1 introduces new configurations for site access
and circulation. Improvements to the MOT facility include
expanded storage space, improved dressing rooms, as well
as administrative offices and conferences rooms on an added
second level. Theatre seating options include a VIP suite
pavilion at the top of the hill and “premium seating” tier at the
front of the hill.
Hermann Park receives new program elements such as a
lagoon and island, great lawn, and woodland trail as options
to extend and expand patron experience. Major infrastructure
improvements realign Hermann Park Drive and the miniature
train route as well as proposes a 1,200 car underground parking
garage.
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Levels of Improvement

6

5

MOT Facility Improvements
MOT Concession Area
Parking Lot (125 spaces)
Truck Staging
Plaza Area
Picnicking Areas

1

IMMEDIATE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

2
4
3

Centennial
Gardens

4

INTERMEDIATE

1. Premium Seating Tier at Front
of Hill (200 seats)
2. Hill Viewing Terrace
3. ADA Access Ramps
4. “Soft” Crowd Control Devices

2
1

3

Centennial
Gardens

8

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

04

VIP Suites
Hermann Park Dr. Realignment
Miniature Train Route Realignment
Underground Parking Garage
(1,200 spaces)
Woodlands Trail
Picnicking Area
Great Lawn
Lagoon & Island
Expanded Lake Plaza

2035 VISION PLAN

1.
2.
3.
4.

CONCEPTS FOR THE FUTURE

9

6

3

1

7
5
2

4

Centennial
Gardens
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Scheme 2

McGovern
Lake

Houston
Zoo

Reflection Pool

10
7

8

Lake Plaza

2

7

3
4
1

6

9

5

Hermann Park
Golf Course

LEGEND
1. MOT Facility Improvements
2. MOT Concession Area
3. Hill Plateau Area
4. Expanded Theatre Seating (375 seats)
5. Parking Lot (125 spaces)
6. Fitness Parcourse
7. Picnicking Areas
8. Event Lawn
9. Great Lawn
10. New Train Stop
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Centennial
Gardens

0

100

200

400

Scheme 2 follows a similar configuration as Scheme
1. In Scheme 2, the existing stage house receives a
smaller, interior theatre space proposed on Stage Left
in addition to the facility improvements in Scheme 1.
Theatre seating options include “premium seating”
tiers and an extended plateau at the top of the hill. The
concession area is built into the side of the hill which is
accessible from both the top and bottom levels.
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Levels of Improvement

6

4

MOT Facility Improvements
Parking Lot (125 spaces)
Truck Staging
Plaza Area
Picnicking Areas
Event Lawn

1

IMMEDIATE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

5

3
2

Centennial
Gardens

1. Small Theatre Addition
2. Theatre Seating Tiers
(200 seats)
3. Hill Plateau Area
4. ADA Access Ramps
5. “Soft” Crowd Control Devices

INTERMEDIATE

1. MOT Concession Building
2. Hermann Park Dr. Realignment
3. Miniature Train Route
Realignment
4. Underground Parking Garage
(1,200 spaces)
5. Picnicking Area
6. Great Lawn
7. Fitness Parcourse

2035 VISION PLAN

5

04

CONCEPTS FOR THE FUTURE

3
2

1

4

Centennial
Gardens

5

1

3
7
6
2
4

Centennial
Gardens
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Transportation Options
Scheme 1
Houston
Zoo
The Lake
Plaza

Miller
Outdoor
Theatre

6

3

8
4
2
6

Hermann Park
Golf Course

Centennial
Gardens

1

LEGEND
In each of the two schemes illustrated in the
pages above, Hermann Park Drive and the existing
miniature train route are both realigned. The intent
of modifying these important features of Hermann
Park is to minimize pedestrian and vehicular
conflicts and facilitate the flow of traffic through the
Park by eliminating the existing “kink” in Hermann
Park Drive. This improvement is consistent with the
Olin Master Plan for Hermann Park referenced at
the beginning of this selection.
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1. Hermann Park Drive
2. Existing Hermann Park Drive
Alignment
3. Miniature Train Route
4. Street Tree Planting
5. Buffer Planting
6. Pedestrian Crossing
7. Exercise Route
8. Existing Miniature Train Route
		
		
		
		

Proposed Vehicular Alignment
Existing Vehicular Alignment
Proposed Park Train Alignment
Existing Park Train Alignment
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Scheme 2
Houston
Zoo
The Lake
Plaza

Miller
Outdoor
Theatre

3

6

4
8

6
2

6

Hermann Park
Golf Course

1

3

7
5

04

Centennial
Gardens

CONCEPTS FOR THE FUTURE

4

6

4
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Master Plan 2035
•
•
•
•
•

MASTER PLAN 2035
TYPES OF IMPROVEMENTS
2020 - FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS
2025 - ON-SITE IMPROVEMENTS
2035 - OFF-SITE IMPROVEMENTS
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MOT 2035 | Master Plan

FACILITY
IMPROVEMENTS

0

100

200

400

ON-SITE
IMPROVEMENTS
OFF-SITE
IMPROVEMENTS

The Master Plan for MOT 2035 has three functional
components: first, are proposed improvements
to the facilities and physical plant, principally
the back of house functions; second, are front
of house improvements associated with and
required as part of the facility improvements called
for above; and third, are out-lying improvements
associated with enhancing MOT as a premier
public venue. In addition to being functional,
these three components are spatial and occupy
specific footprints in Hermann Park. The first two
components of the master plan are generally “onsite” and the third component is generally “off-site”.
“On-site” refers to MOT’s 7.5-acre footprint that
is described in an agreement between Houston

MOT
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Parks and Recreation Department (HPARD) and
Houston First Corporation (HFC). “Off-site” refers
to approximately ten additional and contiguous
acres primarily to the south and east of MOT
(see the following pages of this section for a full
description). This master plan is not intended to,
and does not, alter the footprint or the responsibility
of the above noted agreement including the
development and operation of parking facilities.
As a Master Plan, it does outline ways in which
the areas in and immediately around MOT could
be altered to improve the operations at MOT even
if that work is not within the boundaries of MOT or
the responsibilities of HFC.
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The Goal the Master Plan for MOT 2035 is to outline
opportunities in which all organizations can work
together to improve the operations at MOT even if
that work is not within the boundaries of MOT or
the responsibility of HFC.

•

A secondary concession exists on Stage Right
which would also act as MOT’s gift shop,
selling light concessions and memorabilia.

The Master Plan for MOT 2035 incorporates
concepts from both design schemes presented
in the previous section and the First Tier
Stakeholder’s responses and commentary to
create one cohesive plan. The primary attributes
include:

A major feature incorporated into the plan is the
new vehicular parking. The proposed parking lot
is elongated along the back of the stage house
minimizing its overall footprint. Incorporating
sustainable technologies such as permeable
pavers and storm water detention planters, the
parking lot offers convenient access and a more
integrated character.

•

MOT’s stage house receives a significant
renovation.

Elongating the parking lot also shortens the
distance of travel from the car to the theatre.

•

Additions on both Stage Left and Stage Right
expand interior space for additional wing
space for stage, improve performer and staff
accommodations, and reception space.

•

Canopies on the building act as shelters for
inclement weather and create large shaded
areas. The main concession area is relocated
closer to the center of the park at the Stage
Left Plaza.

The parking lot aisle also serves as the accessible
route for trucks and service vehicles. The facility
improvements incorporate a loading dock with
internal parking for two semi-trailers on the Stage
Left addition.

•

An extended canopy on the concession
structure creates yet another shelter and
shaded area.

The second level addition provides administrative
office and conference rooms. Two event halls exist
on either side as flexible spaces for either smaller
performances or private events. A glass concourse
lining the exterior wall of the stage house connects
the two event halls that overlooks the promenade
behind the theatre.

VIEW OF PROSCENIUM AND EXPANDED THEATER SEATING, STAGE RIGHT EVENT LAWN BEYOND
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MOT 2020 | Facility Improvements

3

6

4

1
5

2

LEGEND
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

MOT

MOT Facility Improvements
Concession Area
Hill Pavilion
Expanded Theatre Seating (200)
Parking Lot (125 spaces)
Truck Loading Area
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The elevated tier at the front of the Hill
features expanded theatre seating with
enhanced sight lines and convenient
access.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7
5

5

3

2

4
1

5

6

Loading Dock
Back of House
Wing Space
Dressing Rooms
Reception / Lobby
Gift Shop / Light
Concessions
7. Concessions and
Public Restrooms
Note: See Appendices
for Facility Improvements
Program

LEVEL 1

3

1

1
2

1. Flex Space /
Second Theatre
2. Second Level
Administrative
Offices and
Conference Rooms
3. Expanded Fly Loft
Note: Should be installed
10 years after installation
of rigging systems, post
2025

LEVEL 2
In addition to interior event spaces, two event
lawns are located on either side of the theatre.
These areas are envisioned to host tented events
and VIP areas for special performances and
events.
Multiple improvements were brought together that
elevate the “Miller Experience,” as well as patron
safety and access. The theatre’s fixed seating is

05
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expanded to include over 375 new permanent
seats. An elevated tier at the front of the hill
defines an edge to the theatre that can be easily
managed and maintained during performances.
This elevated tier features expanded theatre
seating with enhanced sight lines for an additional
200 seats for 575 total seats.
Behind the raked tier is another concourse
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MOT 2025 | On-Site Improvements

2

1

3

7
4
6
5

LEGEND
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

MOT

Multi-Use Hall
Expanded Fly Loft
Concession Area
Event Lawn (Tented Events)
Drop Off Plaza
Soft Crowd Control Barrier
Sound Bunker

Accessibility to the hill is increased
by additional steps and ramps at key
locations.
At the top of the hill sits a large shade
pavilion with projection screens to allow
patrons who occupy the back of the hill
to see the performance on stage.
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5

2
6

1

3
4

1. Expanded Fixed Seating (375 seats)
2. Expanded Theatre Seating Tier
(200 seats)
3. Planters
4. Accessible Ramps
5. Expanded Fly Loft
6. Sound Bunker

1
5
2

4

4

3

accessible at key locations by stairs and ramps.
The lawn seating beyond is separated from this
concourse by raised planters and steps.
The edges of the lawn seating area are wrapped
with a wide, continuous seatwall to invite arriving
and departing patrons to sit and rest along their
way to the top of the hill. The hill’s steeper side
slopes are planted with ornamental grasses and
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Multi-Use Hall
Loading Dock
Truck Turnaround / Access
Water Detention / Planting Area
MOT Promenade

trees that act as soft barriers for crowd control and
direct patrons to safe points of entry or egress.
At the top of the hill is a large pavilion that acts
as another shelter and shaded area. Two large
projection screens sit atop its canopy to allow
larger crowds that occupy the backside of the hill
to see the performances on stage.
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MOT 2025 | On-Site Improvements

1
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3
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NORTHWEST VIEW

3
7

NORTH VIEW

12
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9

NORTHEAST VIEW
MOT
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LEGEND
1. Building Expansion
(Second Level & Fly Loft)
2. Flexible Space / Second Theatre
3. Concession Pavilion / Gift Shop
4. Truck Loading and Staging
5. Parking Lot (125 spaces)
6. Miniature Train Route
7. Event Lawn (Tented Events)

8. Drop Off Area
9. Expanded Fixed Seating (375 seats)
10. Expanded Theatre Seating Tier
(200 seats)(Sound Bunker Beyond)
11. Hill Seating
12. Hill Pavilion
13. Water Detention / Planting Area

2
3

6

8

7

1

2
13

13
5
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MOT 2035 | Off-Site Improvements
4

6

5
3

1

2

LEGEND
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Loading Dock
Concession Area
Multi-Use Hall
Expanded Fly Loft
Expanded Theatre Seating Tier
(200 seats)
6. Hill Pavilion

Theatre operations are facilitated by
a loading dock on Stage Left that also
accommodates two semi-trailers.
A second level is added atop the
existing stage house featuring two
multi-use halls and administrative
offices.

The expanded scope of MOT 2035 realigns
Hermann Park Drive and relocates the existing
surface parking below grade. This reclaimed
park space becomes a true green sanctuary
providing over 17 acres of contiguous woodlands
and savannah. A nature playground is located
off of MOT’s parking lot and picnicking areas are
distributed throughout this new reclaimed park
space.

MOT
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This overall vision for Hermann Park makes MOT
a integral part in connecting the major features
and attractions of the park including the Zoo, Lake
Plaza, Reflection Pool, and Centennial Gardens.
With a larger area reserved for unprogrammed
space, Olin’s original 1995 Master Plan for
Hermann Park becomes a step closer in creating a
“green sanctuary,” and a more connected, usable
public park.
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MOT 2025
2020 IMPROVEMENTS
Houston
Zoo

1. Stage House Additions
2. Concession Pavilions

Reflection Pool

9

2025 IMPROVEMENTS

8

Lake
Plaza

2

7
5
10

1

Existing
Parking

6
4
2

8

3

9
Centennial
Gardens

Hermann Park
Golf Course

3. Drop Off / Entry Plaza
4. Parking Lot
(125 spaces)
5. Hill Pavilion
6. Expanded Seating
(575 seats)
7. Soft Crowd Barriers
8. Event Lawns
9. Picnicking Area
10. Sound Bunker

MOT 2035
2035 IMPROVEMENTS
Houston
Zoo

1. Hermann Park Dr.
Realignment
2. Expanded Surface
Parking
3. Underground Parking
Garage (1,200 spaces)
4. Pedestrian Trail
5. Nature Playground
6. Picnicking Area
7. Unprogrammed Park

Reflection Pool

4
Lake
Plaza

6

2
7
1

5

3
6

Hermann Park
Golf Course
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Centennial
Gardens

		
		
		
		

Vehicular Route
Loading Route
Park Train Route
Pedestrian Route
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Cost + Phasing
• PHASING
• COST ESTIMATES
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Costs + Phasing
The implementation of the MOT 2035 Master
Plan occurs incrementally over 20 years. Priority
and logical sequence of construction phasing
determines which improvements are constructed
in each timeframe increment.
The first phase of implementation includes facility
and on-site improvements. Although shown on
different timelines, these two phases are integral
to each other in order to optimize access and
site layout. For example, the facility improvement
of the stage left loading dock requires a proper
turnaround for truck access which is associated
with the on-site improvements scheduled in 2025.

MOT
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On-site improvements are broken into two phases.
The extent of the associated site improvements
that the facility improvements require include the
adjacent plaza spaces, parking lot, modification
to the miniature train route, and streetscape
enhancements.
The second phase of on-site improvements adds
theater seating options, the hill, and event lawn.
Further refinements to the phasing of the proposed
amenities may need to occur. For example,
the “premium seating” tier requires expansive
modifications to the hill and site grading including
walls, ramps, and steps.
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PRIORITY FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS
(DEFERRED MAINTENANCE ITEMS)

Total (2015 Dollars)

$5.0M

Total (2020 Dollars)

$5.5M

FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS
5

LEGEND

3

Gift Shop / Concession Area
Public Restrooms
Flex Space / Second Theater
Second Level Administrative
Offices / Conference Rooms
5. Increased Fly Loft
6. Loading Dock
7. Back of House
8. Wing Space
1
9. Dressing Rooms
10. Reception / Lobby

3

1.
2.
3.
4.

4

LEVEL 2
2

7

8
10

6

9

1

10

Total (2015 Dollars)

$46.2M

Total (2020 Dollars)

$50.8M

LEVEL 1

PRIORITY FACILITY
MAINTENANCE

2015

06

COST AND PHASING

2020

2025

2030

2035
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ON-SITE IMPROVEMENTS
LEGEND
1. . MOT Stage House Improvements
2. . Associated Site Improvements
3. . Theatre and Site Improvements

3

1

2

Total (2015 Dollars)

$25.6M

Total (2025 Dollars)

$30.7M

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

OFF-SITE IMPROVEMENTS
LEGEND
1. Hermann Park Dr.
Improvements & Realignment
2. Underground Parking Garage
(1,200 spaces)
3. Pedestrian Trails
4. Reforestation

3

1

2025 ON-SITE
IMPROVEMENTS
COMPLETE

2
4

Total (2015 Dollars)

$57.8M

Total (2030 Dollars)

$75.1M

2015
MOT

2020

MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE MASTER PLAN 2035

2025

2030

2035
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Costs + Phasing
OVERALL SUMMARY

2015 FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS
(DEFERRED MAINTENANCE)

Total (2015 Dollars)

$5.0M

2020 FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS
Total (2015 Dollars)

$46.2M

Total (2020 Dollars)

$50.8M

2025 ON-SITE IMPROVEMENTS
Total (2015 Dollars)

$25.6M

Total (2020 Dollars)

$30.7M

The following cost estimate tables list the proposed
improvements with their associated cost by phase.
Each phase expresses cost in current 2014 dollars
(at the time these estimates were proposed) and the
projection of cost in their year of implementation.
Costs for outlying years are escalated by 2% per
annum.
The project’s grand total is a sum of each phase in
their respective year’s dollar values.

2030 OFF-SITE IMPROVEMENTS
Total (2015 Dollars)

$57.8M

Total (2020 Dollars)

$75.1M

GRAND TOTAL		
06

COST AND PHASING

$161.6 M (Roll up from year of construction)
June 22, 2015 DRAFT
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Detailed Cost Estimates
COST ESTIMATE SUMMARY FOR MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE 2035 OVERALL MASTERPLAN

PHASES:

MOT 2015 PROJECT TOTAL

$

5,000,000

IN 2015 DOLLARS

MOT 2020 PROJECT TOTAL

$

50,798,825

IN 2020 DOLLARS

MOT 2025 PROJECT TOTAL

$

30,707,559

IN 2025 DOLLARS

MOT 2030 PROJECT TOTAL

$

75,107,843

IN 2030 DOLLARS

GRAND TOTAL MOT MASTER PLAN IMPROVEMENTS* $ 161,614,226
*SUM OF ESCALATED PRICES FOR PROJECT IMPROVEMENT PHASES BASED ON TIMEFRAMES OF ACTUAL IMPLEMENTATION

Detailed Cost Estimate 2015 - 2020
COST ESTIMATE FOR MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE FOR 2015 PERIOD
9-Dec-14
Line

Item

Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Total Price 2015

CONSTRUCTION COST FOR PRIORITY FACILITY MAINTENANCE

$

2020

5,000,000

$

2015 Dollars

MOT INTERIM PROJECT TOTAL $

5,000,000

2025

2030

2025

2030

5,500,000

2020 Dollars

$

5,500,000

COST ESTIMATE FOR MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE FOR 2020 PERIOD
Line

Item

Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Total Price 2015

CONSTRUCTION COST FOR FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS

2020

$

33,586,000

$

37,439,600

10% $
25% $

3,358,600.
9,236,150.

$
$

3,694,460.
10,159,765.

MISCELLANEOUS FEES
1 Construction Contingency
2 Soft Cost

1 LS
1 LS

2015 Dollars

MOT 2020 PROJECT TOTAL

$46,180,750.00 $

2020 Dollars

50,798,825

NOTE: Costs for outlying years are escalated by 2% per annum.

MOT
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Detailed Cost Estimate 2025
COST ESTIMATE FOR MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE FOR 2025 PERIOD
Line

Item

Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Total Price 2015

2020

2025

HILL IMPROVEMENTS

$

9,983,721.

$

11,980,465.

PLAZA IMPROVEMENTS

$

4,235,488

$

5,082,585

PARKING AND STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS

$

3,680,766

$

4,416,920

STAGE LEFT EVENT LAWN

$710,666.69

CONSTRUCTION COST FOR ALL "ON-SITE" IMPROVEMENTS

$

2030

$852,800.03

18,610,642

$

22,332,770

MISCELLANEOUS FEES
1 Construction Contingency
2 Soft Cost

10% $
25% $

1 LS
1 LS

1,861,064.
5,117,926.

$
$

2015 Dollars

MOT 2025 PROJECT TOTAL

2,233,277.
6,141,512.

2025 Dollars

$25,589,632

$

30,707,559

NOTE: "ON-SITE" IMPROVEMENTS REFER TO MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE'S PRINCIPAL FOOTPRINT.

Detailed Cost Estimate 2030
COST ESTIMATE FOR MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE FOR 2030 PERIOD
Line

Item

Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Total Price 2015

2020

2025

2030

ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS

$

2,813,270.

$

3,657,251.

UNDER GROUND PARKING GARAGE

$

36,517,445.

$

47,472,679.

TRAILS AND AMENITIES

$

1,856,825.

$

2,413,873.

REFORESTATION PLANTING

$

830,833.

$

1,080,083.

CONSTRUCTION COST FOR ALL "OFF-SITE" IMPROVEMENTS

$

42,018,373

$ 54,623,886

MISCELLANEOUS FEES
1 Construction Contingency
2 Soft Cost

1 LS
1 LS

10% $
25% $

4,201,837.
11,555,053.

2015 Dollars

MOT 2030 PROJECT TOTAL

$57,775,264

$
$

5,462,389.
15,021,569.

2030 Dollars

$ 75,107,843

NOTE: "OFF-SITE" IMPROVEMENTS REFER TO MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE'S IMMEDIATE SURROUNDINGS THAT ARE NOT PART OF ITS PRINCIPAL FOOTPRINT.
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Appendices
•
•
•
•
•
•

MASTER PLANNING STAKEHOLDERS
KEY PLAYERS (HOUSTON FIRST/MTAB)
PRE-MASTER PLAN CONCEPTS + IMPROVEMENTS
FINAL MASTER PLAN CONCEPTS + IMPROVEMENTS
WORKSHOP MEETING NOTES
HERMANN PARK MILLER GREEN - WHITE OAK STUDIO
• FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM
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Master Planning Stakeholders
MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE MASTER PLAN
1ST TIER STAKEHOLDERS
2015 – 2035

MOT

COUNT

NAME

AFFILIATION

1

Mario Ariza

Houston First

2

David Arpin

Former Houston First Board Member

3

Ric Campo

Houston First

4

CC Conner

Houston First Board Member

5

June Deatrick

MTAB Board Member

6

Rick Dewees

HPARD

7

Timothy Dickson

Houston First

8

Brian Evans

Houston First

9

Shawn Hauptmann

Houston First

10

Norma Mendoza

MTAB Board Member

11

Miriam Meyers

MTAB Board Member

12

Desrye Morgan

Houston First Board Member

13

Rodney Nathan

MTAB Board Member

14

Cliff Presswood

Houston First

15

Richard Rabinow

Former Houston First Board Member

16

Deyanira Rodriguez

Houston First

17

Mark Ross

HPARD

18

Cissy Segall

MTAB

19

Doreen Stoller

Hermann Park Conservancy

20

Joe Turner

HPARD

21

Allen Ueckert

MTAB Board Member

22

Dawn Ullrich

Houston First

23

Marc Wilson

Houston First

24

Ed Witt

Houston First

MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE MASTER PLAN 2035
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MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE MASTER PLAN
2ND TIER STAKEHOLDERS
2015 – 2035
COUNT

NAME

AFFILIATION

1

Jim Bernhard

MTAB Board Member

2

John Breckenridge

TUTS

3

Cathy Brock

MTAB Board Member

4

Steve Brosvik

Houston Symphony

5

Reginald Burns

MTAB Board Member

6

Daniel Bustamente

Festival Chicano

7

David Bustillos

MTAB Board Member

8

Dorothy Caram

MTAB Board Member

9

J. Cosley

MTAB Board Member

10

Brian Favela

Medical Center

11

Mark Hanson

Houston Symphony

12

Catherine Kaldis

Fish Foundation

13

Joe Kalla

Houston Zoo

14

Rathna Kumar

Samskriti

15

Perryn Leech

Houston Grand Opera

16

Greg Marshall

MTAB Board Member

17

Sheroo Mukhtiar

HITS

18

Jim Nelson

Houston Ballet Foundation

19

G. Olivares

MTAB Board Member

20

Brian Ritter

Mercury Baroque

21

Mark Rhoads

IATSE Local 51

22

Gwen Samples

MTAB Board Member

23

Michelle Smith

Houston Metropolitan Dance

24

Gerry Tasian

Warwick Towers

25

Danille K. Taylor

MTAB Board Member

26

Barry Thomas

IATSE Local 51

27

Celia Valles

MTAB Board Member
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16

Greg Marshall

MTAB Board Member

17

Sheroo Mukhtiar

HITS

18

Jim Nelson

Houston Ballet Foundation

19

G. Olivares

MTAB Board Member

20

Brian Ritter

Mercury Baroque

21
22
23

Michelle Smith

Houston Metropolitan Dance

24
COUNT

Gerry
Tasian
NAME

Warwick
Towers
AFFILIATION

25
1
26
2
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MILLER Mark
OUTDOOR
Rhoads THEATRE MASTER PLAN
IATSE Local 51
2ND TIER STAKEHOLDERS
Gwen Samples
MTAB Board Member
2015 – 2035

MILLERDanille
OUTDOOR
K. TaylorTHEATRE MASTER PLAN
MTAB Board Member
Jim
Bernhard
2ND TIER STAKEHOLDERS
Barry
Thomas
IATSETUTS
Local 51
John
Breckenridge
2015 – 2035

27
3

Celia Valles
Cathy
Brock

MTAB Board Member

28
COUNT
4

Steve
Wallace
NAME
Steve
Brosvik

MTAB
Board
Member
AFFILIATION
Houston
Symphony

29
5

Jenny Yang
Reginald
Burns

MTAB Board Member

30
6

Janie
Yao
Daniel
Bustamente

Dance
of Asian
America
Festival
Chicano

31
7

Jack Bustillos
Young
David

Shakespeare
Festival
MTAB
Board Member

32
8

Susan Young
Dorothy
Caram

MTAB Board Member

33
9

Dalilah
Whitmore
J. Cosley

BACE Board
Entertainment
MTAB
Member

10

Brian Favela

Medical Center

11

Mark Hanson

Houston Symphony

12

Catherine Kaldis

Fish Foundation

13

Joe Kalla

Houston Zoo

14

Rathna Kumar

Samskriti

15

Perryn Leech

Houston Grand Opera

16

Greg Marshall

MTAB Board Member

17

Sheroo Mukhtiar

HITS

18

Jim Nelson

Houston Ballet Foundation

19

G. Olivares

MTAB Board Member

20

Brian Ritter

Mercury Baroque

21

Mark Rhoads

IATSE Local 51

22

Gwen Samples

MTAB Board Member

23

Michelle Smith

Houston Metropolitan Dance

24

Gerry Tasian

Warwick Towers

25

Danille K. Taylor

MTAB Board Member

26

Barry Thomas

IATSE Local 51
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Houston First
THE HOUSTON FIRST FACILITIES
1. Hilton Americas – Houston
2. George R. Brown Convention Center
3. Jones Hall for the Performing Arts
4. Wortham Theater Center
5. Miller Outdoor Theatre
6. Outdoor Facilities
A number of smaller municipal facilities, including Jones Plaza, Bush Monument Park, Ray C. Fish Plaza,
Root Memorial Square, Sabine Promenade and Sesquicentennial Park.
7. Talento Bilingue de Houston
8. Theater District Parking
9. GRBCC – ADLA Plaza Space
10. The Sunset Coffee Building

Miller Theatre Advisory Board (MTAB)
CORE VALUES
Below is a list of the Miller Theatre Advisory Board (MTAB) Core Values for Programs and Supporting Policies
at Miller Outdoor Theatre. They represent an overview of how performances and events are selected.

QUALITY
QUALITY is our foremost consideration in selecting performances for the Miller stage.
Performances shall be of professional caliber. While MTAB appreciates the crucial role that civic and
emerging arts organizations play in the city’s cultural fabric, MTAB’s commitment is to present the finest,
most professional performances available.

DIVERSE
We are committed to serving the many DIVERSE communities of Houston.
Programs with cross-over, multi-cultural and multi-generational appeal are particularly encouraged.
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POPULAR APPEAL
We support performances with BROAD, POPULAR APPEAL.
The vastness of the Miller stage and audience area demands that MTAB select performances which will attract
a sizeable audience, and support cultural tourism. MTAB appreciates the fact that many performances,
while of a generally accepted “excellent” artistic quality, are nonetheless of a limited audience appeal.
MTAB believes such performances should be presented in more suitable, intimate spaces rather than at a
venue as large as MOT. Conversely, performances with an anticipated attendance of more than 6,000 per
night would be more suitable for a venue larger than MOT. Performances at MOT shall be “family friendly”
in content.

ACCOUNTABILITY
We expect a high level of ACCOUNTABILITY.
MTAB funds selected performances on the Miller stage, produced/presented by non-profit organizations
who follow sound business practices, regardless of their budget size. MTAB expects Grantees to follow the
rules and regulations of the grant process and of the theater facility. Grantees not in compliance may face
reduction and/or elimination of future funding.

COST-EFFECTIVE
We fund programs that are COST-EFFECTIVE in audience reach.
Although quality is the number one consideration for performances at Miller, MTAB also pays close
attention to the program’s cost for audience reached by measuring “per capita” yield for MTAB funds. With
considerations for weather allowed, a Grantee whose event’s per capita funding exceeds average per caps
for similar events may find future funding reduced or eliminated. Also, while MTAB does provide marketing
support in the form of the season calendar, the web site, and regular notices to the media, the responsibility
for primary marketing of the event is with the Grantee.

MOT
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Concept (Pre-Master Plan)
Below is the list of proposed improvements categorized by tier of priority.

IMMEDIATE
1. Truck loading dock on Stage Right; closest to Hermann Park Drive
•

Locating best to keep trucks out of the park

•

Requires 24’ of maneuvering space for loading and unloading

2. Back of House renovations
•

Storage space

•

Crew bathrooms

•

Dressing rooms expanded

•

VIP “Lounge” improved Green Room

•

Retail, Box Office improvements as part of main facility

3. Expanded plazas immediate to the main facility with planters and seat walls
4. Horseshoe drop off and parking (160 spaces) includes truck access
5. Stage Left Plaza reconfigured to include small berm, pavilion, and lawn

INTERMEDIATE
1. Premium Seating Options:
•

Option One: Premium Seating at front of berm on fixed seating level

		

High level seating, “Best seats in the house”, wait staff, etc

		

No private rooms

•

Option Two: Caliper Seating on Stage Left and Stage Right

		

Hill option becomes narrower to match limited sight lines

		

Same amenities as above

•

Option Three: VIP Suites at front of berm on fixed seating level

		
2.

Private Rooms, wait staff, bathroom valet

Hill access and rake improvements:
•

1:12 ramps with railing on sides of berm seating

•

1:12 switchback ramp outside of proscenium view angle (dependent on selected seating option)

•

1:20 sloped walk with railing (not required) on back side of berm seating

•

ADA viewing pad at crest of berm is 12’ by 35’ at +17’ from beginning of ramp

•

Maximum rake of berm to be 1:12
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•

Side slopes of bermed seating to be 3:1

•

Plant side slopes with barrier understory and trees

•

Line back cross aisle of berm with trees on outside of walk

•

Provide tree and lawn terrace on extended part of the hill

•

6:1 slopes to meet existing grade

3. Small theater addition to main facility
4. Relocate concessions to Stage Left plaza:
•

Building incorporated into seating berm

•

Bi-level access to outdoor terrace (+12’ from beginning of ramp)

•

Interior café and counter service concessions

•

Atrium with stairwell and elevator to access terrace from within

•

Exterior stairs to access top of berm

5. Underground parking underneath berm

VISION
1. Expanded scope of master plan
2. Surface parking to be put below grade:
•

~1,000 spaces to equate existing parking affected

•

Access from Horseshoe Parking Lot and existing parking at the Lake Plaza

3. Hermann Park Drive rerouted to smooth out kink by the Zoo
4. Reclaim park space:
•

New paths, picnic areas, pavilions

•

New connections to Lake Plaza and boardwalk connection to Reflection Pool

•

Reforestation

5. Sloped Meadow @ 1:48 (+9’ at highest point):
•

Pavilion for outdoor events (weddings, markets, etc)

•

Tree lined

6. New Train Route:

MOT

•

Reroute train to Historic Route along Reflection Pool

•

Add MOT Station at midpoint of Reflection Pool; revamp fountain and connection to MOT
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7. Exercise Node:
•

Simple exercise equipment (pull-up bars, obstacles, stretching, etc)

•

100’ radius hill to deter workouts at MOT hill (3:1 & 1:12 +10’ max)

•

2 mile jogging route (around golf course)

•

Pull off parking on Hermann Park Drive

8. Fully enclosed theater with movable floor options:
•

Full or partial extent of fixed seating

9. Add–On to premier seating options to include structure at the top of the berm to be either concessions
and bathrooms or “Party Room” VIP Suites:
•

Lawn Terrace extends beyond back side of structure

•

Access from parking underneath the berm

Concept Schemes Illustrations
SCHEME 1

3

2

1
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SCHEME 1

1

2

3

MOT
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SCHEME 2
3

2

1
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SCHEME 2

1

2

3
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Final Master Plan
Below is the list of proposed improvements categorized by design benchmarks (2020, 2025, and 2030).

2020 FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS
1. Stage House Improvements:
•

Relocate / Secure Loading Dock

•

Renovate BOH

•

Improve Orchestra Pit and Security

•

Rodent Control

•

Renovate dressing area

•

Improve stage AC

•

Improve drainage for orchestra pit

•

Renovate concessions and toilets

•

Orchestra Pit access from stage

•

Second theater / Flex space additions

•

Enlarge scenery storage and fly loft

•

Expand storage and dressing rooms

•

Enlarge stage wings and depth

2. Administration:
•

Reception space at covered patio on Stage Right

•

Second level for offices, conference rooms, flex space

•

Glass-lined concourse along exterior wall overlooking plaza and promenade

•

Crew toilets and lounge

•

Second-level outdoor balconies

3. Technology:
•

Back-Up power

•

Improve house lighting

•

Improve ventilation

•

Improve light circuits at follow spot locations

•

Improve cable pass-through

•

Projection surfaces

•

Improve house sound

•

Improve stage lighting
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•

Permanent video screens

•

Subtitled videos

•

Improve lighting to use as scenery

•

Relocate and improve house mix position

•

Replace rigging equipment

•

Provide fixed camera positions with remote control cameras

•

New orchestra pit lift

•

TV broadcast booth

•

Provide infrastructure for future AV and lighting

•

Increase sound system coverage

•

Motorized rigging battens

2025 ON-SITE IMPROVEMENTS
1. Streetscape and Drop-Off:
•

New 4 lane configuration with median and improved pedestrian crossings

•

Improved MOT entry at Caroline and Hermann Park Drive

•

Drop-Off plaza and canopy adjacent to MOT Promenade

•

Parallel parking along Hermann Park Drive removed

•

Street trees and planting continued along Hermann Park Drive

2. Parking:
•

125 space parking lot to wrap along Plaza / Promenade

•

Including 13 surface handicap spaces

•

Configuration to have permeable surface parking bays and concrete aisle / ninety degree parking
closest to theater and parallel parking on opposite side of aisle to accommodate bus or trailer parking

•

8’ planted median to separate the two bays of parking / planting area to detain on-site water drainage

•

Truck access is through parking aisle

3. Hill Improvements:

MOT

•

Add Premium seating Tier

•

ADA access to Premium Tier

•

5% slope along walk to top of Hill, 18” seatwall to follow along length
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•

Landscape planting on Hill side slopes (3:1)

•

Hill Pavilion with permanent video screens and audio

•

Set entry points for Hill access at top and bottom of Hill

•

Re-grade to improve sight lines (1:10)

•

“Soft” barriers / planters and steps to separate Hill from fixed seating

•

Expand fixed seating under existing canopy

•

Reforestation planting on Hill outer side slopes:

4. Plaza / Promenade improvements
•

Entry Promenade to align with Centennial Garden’s proposed crossing

•

Event lawns on Stage Left and Stage Right to accommodate tented events

•

Donor wall

•

Detention planters as threshold between Promenade and Parking Lot

•

“Boardwalk” through detention planter area

•

Gift Shop / Light Concession pavilion on Stage Right

•

Full Food Service Concessions and Toilets on Stage Left

•

Terraced steps and planter at Stage Left Concession Pavilion

•

Iconic Marquee feature on Stage Left

•

Improved planting around existing Live Oaks

2035 OFF-SITE IMPROVEMENTS
1. Streetscape Improvements:
•

Realignment of Hermann Park Drive 200’, 400’ inverse curve alignment at existing “pinch” curve

•

Existing surface parking expanded (66 spaces)

2. Underground Parking Facility:
•

1200+ space two-level parking garage

•

Bidirectional access lanes off of Hermann Park Drive

•

Vertical access facility at Lake Plaza

•

Vertical access facility at MOT
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3. Park Amenity:
•

New trail configuration between MOT, Lake Plaza, and Reflection Pool

•

Park amenities to include, but not limited to picnic tables, barbeque grills, drinking fountains, trails,
and shade shelters

•

Playground improvements, nature based play elements

•

Reforestation of reclaimed area from surface parking

Final Master Plan Illustration

PLAN VIEW

MOT
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March Meeting Notes - Kick-off
KICK OFF

:

SUMMARY DISCUSSION POINTS

DATE :

17 Mar2014

ATTENDEES
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::
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:
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SUMMARYFIRST
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HOUSTON FIRST
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CONSULTANT
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SWA
+ Shuler
+ Studio Red
MASTER
PLANShook
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SWA + Shuler Shook + Studio Red
The following summary follows kickoff presentation and discussion:
The following summary follows kickoff presentation and discussion:
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11. No formal entrance to MOT; need for pedestrian gateway. Work with existing/future
Centennial Garden pedestrian direction.
12. The hill hides MOT from the rest of the park.
13. People show up at Miller even when there is no performance.
14. There are a handful of MOT events that require more resources - Fourth of July, Motown,
Chicano Festival, El Grito, Cinco de Mayo.
15. MOT does not schedule events on days that other park residents have high attendance
events to avoid over-crowding. Have informal partner agreement with other park
residents.
16. How to educate the public on how to arrive at the park? An app with notifications could
roll into wireless concession and merchandising sales.
17. There are no barricades to keep people out of the theater.

18. Crowd control in many regards is needed at MOT: access, parking, etc. Especially
1 | P a g eimportant in inclement weather.
19. Promote alternative means to access to / from MOT such as remote lots, vouchers for

Metro for special events, intra-park transportation with existing train.
20. Use technology - for equitable distribution of tickets; special messaging. Need video
notification system for ticketing and for weather.
21. Parking needs are greater than the availability. How about a parking counter that reports
available spaces via app?
22. Public is asking, “Why can't tickets be obtained online?”
23. MOT does have scalpers such as on Motown event.
24. About 10-12 shows a year, there will be 300-400 people without tickets. Some people
take more tickets (4) than they will use.
25. Do not want to do reserved seating.
26. Smaller, secondary stage venue for smaller performances, rentals, ability to have more
flex between shows rather than rushing to take down and put up on same main stage.
27. REVENUE STREAMS ::
How to make MOT profitable?
a. Expand concession to be available without theater events.
i. Which conflicts with people bringing their own food/beverages.
ii. Does MOT want to go into liquor sales? Possible stream of revenue.
b.

Embrace Houston's foodie culture. Allow leases for food truck locations, provide
some type of amenity for this to be attractive to food trucks.

c.
d.

How does Miller get their cut of artist merchandise sales?
Rental opportunities for stage, plaza, etc.

e.

Offer valet, concierge.

f.

Increase the split of fixed seats available to the public.

g.

Possibility of charging a nominal seat fee (~$5.00). "Free to the public" does not
mean exclusively free.

28. VISION ::
a.

Expand front of house amenities such as storage space, meeting rooms,

b.

dressing rooms, etc.
Free performances is the mission of MTAB. Having paid performances conflicts

c.

with mission.
Make MOT one of Houston's top destinations.

d.

Enhance Houston's quality of life while being compliant with park/surroundings.

e.

MOT is a small art group incubator; small programs get stage experience, create

f.

followings.
Invest into community education.

g.

Hybrid model in all realms: business, infrastructure, program, education, social,
design, technology.

h.

Expand space - larger spaces, meeting, changing and storage.

END
MOT
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2015 - 2035

May Meeting Notes - SWOT
STAKEHOLDER :

First Tier Stakeholders

ORGANIZATION REPRESENTING:

Houston First Corporation

MEETING DATE :

1 May 2014

MEETING LOCATION :

GRB Executive Boardroom

ATTENDING CONSULTANT:

SRA – Pete Ed Garrett, Liz Cordill
SWA – Chris Gentile, James Vick
SS – Jack Hagler

The purpose of the meeting was to report to the 1st Tier Stakeholder on the findings from oneon-one interviews with 2nd Tier stakeholders. This information was used by the Consultant to
prepare a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) analysis in a PowerPoint
format and discuss the key issues with the Tier 1 Stakeholders. The following bullets summarize
key discussion points and comments from the meeting.
BACKGROUND
•

The Consultant presented the project kickoff of the master / vision plan study for Miller
Outdoor Theatre (MOT) to the Tier 1 Stakeholders at a meeting on 17 March 2014.

•

The Consultant will be presenting preliminary concepts to the Tier 1 Stakeholders at a
meeting scheduled for 7 July 2014. The concepts will be based on direction provided by
the Tier 1 Stakeholders in the SWOT worksession summarized below.

WORKSESSION
•

Comments on FREE ::
◦

“Free” is never free; someone always pays for it.

◦

What other ways can MOT and HFC develop revenue?

◦

Half of fixed seating is given to sponsors in trade for sponsorship contribution.

◦

HFC strives to improve the quality of life for Houstonians.

◦

What is the proper investment in order to maintain and enhance MOT's mission?

◦

Balance free performances with other revenues.

◦

The Ensemble Theater should be at MOT.

◦

Free isn't just about ticketing but includes the casualness of the venue where people
move about freely.

◦
•

Possibly tie amenity areas to sponsor recognition.

Comments on Programming ::
◦

Availability is a constraint.

◦

Production schedules are done after grant programming.

◦

HOT funds are used for grants.

◦

Sponsors match grants up to 50%.

◦

Managing diverse programming through subsidy is difficult.

◦

Misinformation about lack of availability; MOT has the availability, but likely not on a
Friday or Saturday night (May – October).

•

Comments on DIVERSE ::
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◦

Misinformation about lack of availability; MOT has the availability, but likely not on a
Friday or Saturday night (May – October).

•

Comments on DIVERSE ::
◦
◦
◦

Vetting
not only by
performanceTHEATRE
quality, but also
organization's
MILLER
OUTDOOR
MASTER
PLANfinances.
Vetting does not try to turn 2015
down new
productions.
- 2035

◦

Perception is that HFC is downtown-centric.

◦

City is undertaking a 20-year cultural and tourism plan.

◦
1|P a g e
◦

•

MOT challenges art organizations to be at a high standard of quality.

How does COH feature assets and promote amenities to users.
Location (in Hermann Park) is ideal and should not change.

◦

If you don't think of an alternative (location), it definitively won't happen.

◦

Master plans are process based; they need to be regularly updated as things change.

◦

Sesquicentennial Park is an appropriate venue for smaller events.

◦

Levitt Pavilion is another option for smaller events.

Comments on HIGH QUALITY ::
◦

Noise impacts on MOT – planes, helicopter, EMT at the TMC.

◦

Visibility – MOT hides behind a hill.

◦

Way-finding needed in the park.

◦

Festivals are hard on Hermann Park's grounds and maintenance.

◦

The design team was asked to consider the exercise of "starting from scratch," on
this site. How might change happen and what does it look like? Directional
orientation? Terrace the hill? Reconfigure the space surrounding the MOT?

•

KEY NEEDS ::
◦

Higher visibility is needed for MOT in the park.

◦

Effective way-finding and identity are needed.

◦

Reconfigure the site and theatre.

◦

There has to be a hill.

◦

Incorporate a secondary, smaller stage, or down-size MOT.

◦

MOT is an idea, not a place.

◦

Options should include having multiple venues around Houston, not just in Hermann

◦

Metrics – use lessons learned from other facilities (Millennium Park, Chicago, IL,

Park – Levitt, and other venue near Buffalo Bayou.
etc.).
◦

MOT

Maintenance and safety/security are key.

◦

Optimize site utilization

◦

Promote picnicking.

◦

If MOT was a blank slate, how would you do it?

◦

Enhance sponsor amenities - special spaces, garden, seating boxes.

◦

Improve sightlines.

◦

Obvious facility needs include storage, changing rooms, offices, loading, green room.

◦

Look at fine dining and concession options.

◦

Will the changing demographics in area change the audience equation?

◦

Central kitchen would be ideal with distribution throughout the park.

◦

Clubhouse is being converted into a rental venue for special events.

◦

Festival park space does not exist in Houston (maybe the Astrodome?).

◦

Find new ways to attract people to the park and to MOT.
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June / July Meeting Notes
- Concept
2015 - 2035
STAKEHOLDER :

First Tier Stakeholders

ORGANIZATION REPRESENTING:

Houston First Corporation / Miller Outdoor Theatre

MEETING DATE :

9 July 2014

MEETING LOCATION :

GRB Executive Boardroom

ATTENDING CONSULTANT:

SRA – Pete Ed Garrett, Liz Cordill
SWA – Chris Gentile, James Vick
SS – Jack Hagler

The purpose of the meeting was to report to the 1st Tier Stakeholder on the conceptual design
recommendations for the project as developed by the Consultant. This information will be used
by the Consultant to prepare a list of priorities and implementation strategies. The following
bullets summarize key discussion points and comments from the meeting.
BACKGROUND
•

The Consultant presented the project kickoff of the master / vision plan study for Miller
Outdoor Theatre (MOT) to the Tier 1 Stakeholders at a meeting on 17 March 2014.

•

The Consultant presented the SWOT Analysis to the Tier 1 Stakeholders at a meeting
scheduled for 1 May 2014.

•

The Consultant will be presenting the priorities and strategies based on the concept
recommendations at a meeting to be schedule on or about 14 August 2014.

WORKSESSION DISCUSSION SUMMARY
•

Idea of video screens would be useful not only in projecting performances but also as a
public address tool, particularly screens at the back of the hill.

•

Is the second theater intended to be used simultaneously when performances at MOT
are on-going? (Yes. Loading both spaces in and out simultaneously would need to be
addressed.)

•

Second theater as "flexible" space is a good idea - space for meetings, receptions,
rehearsals, etc. that can be rented as well.

•

Is the second theater open or closed to the elements? (Probably closed for greater
flexibility. Barn doors were suggested as a way to open up to the exterior.)

•

Concern that the second scheme’s hill seating and some of the plaza / pedestrian spaces
have a "confined" feeling, creating a negative experience.

•

On the other hand, patrons have few cues as to safe routes and pathways especially
when inclement weather dictates more urgent action. Ramps would be great to
accommodate all the items patrons bring to Miller such as strollers, coolers.
Additionally, as the aging population increases, the need for easier access increases.

•

MOT is responsible for the public's safety.

•

Don't re-route the train! Existing route is more interesting.

•

Can the route be changed but the station near MOT maintained?

•

“Premier or VIP” seating on the Hill is not consistent with MOT's idea of being free, open

•

Box seating is too far away from the stage, but a covered area could be beneficial.

•

Is the premier seating on the Hill enclosed / air conditioned space or open? (Could be

and equal. HF is interested in being able to reserve seats.
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•

Concern that the second scheme’s hill seating and some of the plaza / pedestrian spaces
have a "confined" feeling, creating a negative experience.

•

On the other hand, patrons have few cues as to safe routes and pathways especially
when inclement weather dictates more urgent action. Ramps would be great to
accommodate all the items patrons bring to Miller such as strollers, coolers.
Additionally, as the aging population increases, the need for easier access increases.

•

MOT is responsible for the public's safety.

•

Don't re-route the train! Existing route is more interesting.

•

Can the route be changed but the station near MOT maintained?

•

“Premier or VIP” seating on the Hill is not consistent with MOT's idea of being free, open

•

Box seating is too far away from the stage, but a covered area could be beneficial.

•

Is the premier seating on the Hill enclosed / air conditioned space or open? (Could be

and equal. HF is interested in being able to reserve seats.

both.)
•

Having boxes should be about premier viewing and not about promoting “better”
experiences and activities that might be disruptive.

1|P a g e

MOT
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October Meeting Notes2015
- Recommendations/Priorities
- 2035
STAKEHOLDER :

First Tier Stakeholders

ORGANIZATION REPRESENTING:

Houston First Corporation / Miller Outdoor Theatre

MEETING DATE :

10 October 2014

MEETING LOCATION :

GRB Executive Boardroom

ATTENDING CONSULTANT:

SRA – Pete Ed Garrett, Liz Cordill
SWA – Chris Gentile, James Vick
SS – Jack Hagler

The purpose of the meeting was to report to the 1st Tier Stakeholder on the design
recommendations and priorities for the project as developed by the Consultant from the inputs of
the Stakeholders during the 9 July 2014 work session. This information will be used by the
Consultant to prepare the Draft Master Plan document. The following bullets summarize key
discussion points and comments from the meeting.
BACKGROUND


The Consultant presented the project kickoff of the master / vision plan study for Miller
Outdoor Theatre (MOT) to the Tier 1 Stakeholders at a meeting on 17 March 2014.



The Consultant followed with a summary of results of one-on-one interviews with
Stakeholder and presentation of the SWOT Analysis to the Tier 1 Stakeholders at a
meeting on 1 May 2014.



The Consultant presented the design recommendations and priorities based on the
concept options on 10 October 2014.



The next step will be the preparation of the Draft Master Plan to be submitted in
November 2014.

WORKSESSION DISCUSSION SUMMARY


The design recommendations include a flexible events space on Stage Left and is
associated with a new concession structure. Together these provide a more visible and
convenient distribution of amenities (gathering space for special events, food service and
restrooms) for MOT patrons. These improvements are a refinement of the idea
presented to the group at the 9 July work session. There was a brief discussion about the
changes to the existing concessions. Chris Gentile (SWA) mentioned that sales should
expand with two concession locations that are more convenient to serve patrons and
distribute them evenly amongst the theater grounds.



Doreen Stoller (Hermann Park Conservancy) noted that HPC has a plan for improvements
called “Miller Green” that may conflict with the event area and concession shown by the
Consultant’s on Stage Left. Fund-raising for this space is currently on-going.



It was recommended that the design team clarify between the operational and
maintenance footprints of Miller.



The design recommendations include an enhanced drop-off on the northeast side of
MOT that utilizes the existing drop-off lanes and includes a larger plaza and entry
pavilion with a second special events lawn. A street median with a pedestrian refuge is
provided for pedestrian safety and convenience at the street crossing between MOT and
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Centennial Gardens. Streetscape improvements along Hermann Park Drive
include
lane configurations, improved crosswalks, and street tree planting.
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Doreen Stoller (Hermann Park Conservancy) noted that HPC has a plan for improvements
called “Miller Green” that may conflict with the event area and concession shown by the
Consultant’s on Stage Left. Fund-raising for this space is currently on-going.



It was recommended that the design team clarify between the operational and
maintenance footprints of Miller.



The design recommendations include an enhanced drop-off on the northeast side of
MOT that utilizes the existing drop-off lanes and includes a larger plaza and entry
pavilion with a second special events lawn. A street median with a pedestrian refuge is
provided for pedestrian safety and convenience at the street crossing between MOT and
Centennial Gardens. Streetscape improvements along Hermann Park Drive include new
lane configurations, improved crosswalks, and street tree planting.



Rick Dewees (HPARD) indicated that additional detail will be necessary to fully evaluate

MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE MASTER PLAN
2015 - 2035

the proposed drop-off.


Discussion included the idea of the building at the drop off area could house a station for
golf cart transportation assistance (or a valet stand).

MOT

• There was a brief discussion about the costs information presented for the various
1 | P a g ephases. James Vick (SWA) stated that the supporting cost detail would be distributed to
the Stakeholders with the presentation.
• There was a brief discussion on the construction phasing and how it would likely proceed
and potentially impact MOT’s schedule. Pete Ed Garrett (Studio Red) indicated that the
building improvements would likely have a duration of twelve months during which time
the facility would be closed to performances. A similar phasing strategy is being used for
the Alley Theater renovation where performances are temporarily housed at University
of Houston. In terms of the project schedule, the preparation of construction documents
would be 12 months, followed by permitting / bidding 3 months, followed by
construction of 12 months.
• The expanded seating adds about 575 new seats. There is some loss of lawn seating with
reconfiguring the seating layout to accommodate the premium seating, improved site
lines on the lawn, and landscape buffers.
• Shawn Hauptmann (MOT) asked where the sound room is located in the new plan and
Chris Gentile (SWA) mentioned that it was tucked into the premium seating area. Shawn
also recommended that the area at the base of the Hill be flared and fitted with stairs,
and that the access for the lawn and premium seating be separated.
• The back of the Hill is intended as an overflow area. Video screens mounted on the Hill
Pavilion would connect patrons to the on-going stage performances (video and audio).
There was a discussion about technology and whether the screens might retract when
not in use. Jack Hagler (Shuler Shook) mentioned that the technology that would be used
in this application would be completely new by the time this improvement was
implemented.
• The Consultants were requested to check the minimum turning radius for the miniature
train at its realignment through the area associated with the proposed MOT
improvements.
• There was a brief discussion on parking. James Vick (SWA) said that there was a net
increase in parking of 700 spaces with the proposed underground parking. Chris Gentile
(SWA) pointed out the (13) handicap on-grade parking zone conveniently located on
Stage Right near the entry plaza. Desrye Morgan (Houston First) suggested that the
parking garage might be better sited on Almeda Road away from all the road congestion
on Hermann Park Drive.
• There was general discussion on the building improvements, including the number of
offices and restrooms being provided. Pete Ed Garrett (Studio Red) mentioned that the
MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE MASTER PLAN 2035
master plan proposes a building expansion comprised of the priority space needs that
have been identified by the Stakeholders. A final space program, quantities, sizes and
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increase in parking of 700 spaces with the proposed underground parking. Chris Gentile
(SWA) pointed out the (13) handicap on-grade parking zone conveniently located on
Stage Right near the entry plaza. Desrye Morgan (Houston First) suggested that the
parking garage might be better sited on Almeda Road away from all the road congestion
on Hermann Park Drive.


There was general discussion on the building improvements, including the number of
offices and restrooms being provided. Pete Ed Garrett (Studio Red) mentioned that the
master plan proposes a building expansion comprised of the priority space needs that
have been identified by the Stakeholders. A final space program, quantities, sizes and
other details generally follow in an architectural programming phase after completion of
the master plan. Mario Ariza (Houston First) asked that there not be a diminishment of
space in the master plan compares to what already exists; more restrooms and not less.
Pete Ed Garrett (Studio Red) added that the master plan is proposing total seating (fixed
and lawn) of approximately 8,500 and that the supporting space requirements (including
restrooms) would be benchmarked on that total capacity.



There was general discussion on the functional operating capacity of MOT. Events in and
around MOT exceed 10,000 people and generate significant, operational challenges.

MILLER OUTDOOR THEATRE MASTER PLAN
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These events have many attendees assembled outside the MOT seating areas (Fourth of
July / Motown / others). Whether or not MOT can or should propose finding alternative
venues for the few very large performances is a highly sensitive subject.


There was a general discussion on access / egress, parking and local street congestion.

2 | P a g eAll parties agree that the chronic congestion in and around MOT, Hermann Park and The
Texas Medical Center will only get worse.


Shawn Hauptmann (MOT) mentioned the Public Safety Plan that is deployed during
Spring Break to deal with the traffic and complex public safety issues.



Rick Dewees mentioned a Museum District Parking Management Plan that is being
developed and that includes Hermann Park.
END
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HERMANN PARK MILLER GREEN
WHITE OAK STUDIO

1

LEGEND
1. Proposed Event Lawn
Various pages in Section 5 Master Plan 2035, starting on page 65, depict an area on Stage Left showing
a new concession, restroom and events area. The diagram titled “MOT 2025” on page 75 identifies this
area (see reference number #2 and #8). This area is generally outlined above with a black dashed
line. The above plan (by Hermann Park Conservancy and named: “Hermann Park Miller Green”) shows
a future proposed improvement in and around MOT. Advanced design and construction coordination
between these two improvements will insure that both will contribute to the overall experience and
enjoyment of Hermann Park and MOT visitors.

MOT
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FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 1

TOTAL SQUARE FEET

TOTAL SQUARE FEET

31,150 square feet

42,100 square feet

Note: This space program has been prepared for the purposes of illustrating general facility improvements
at a master plan level of detail. It is not an architectural program and should only be considered as
general input to the master planning process.
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